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About This Document

Introduction to the handbook
This handbook is designed to assist candidates and their official agents. It is a tool that will help in
administering the candidate’s campaign during the electoral campaign process.
This document is a general guideline issued pursuant to section 16.1 of the Canada Elections Act. It
is provided for information and is not intended to replace the Act.
Elections Canada will review the contents of this handbook on a regular basis and make updates as
required.
Note: The term “individual” used in this handbook refers to a Canadian citizen or permanent
resident.

What’s new in this release?
Release

Where

Title

Summary

June 2017

All

n/a

Content reorganized for better
flow and new examples added.

June 2017

Chapter 1

Role and appointment
process—official agent

Content reorganized into tables
and graphics.

Role and appointment
process—auditor
Starting the candidate’s
campaign
Closing the candidate’s
campaign
June 2017

Chapter 2

Who can contribute?

New content on contributions
from minors.

Determining the date a
contribution is made

New content on determining the
date a contribution is made in
different scenarios.

Remitting or returning
ineligible contributions

Content reorganized into a
flowchart.

June 2017

Chapter 6

Fundraising

New content as per OGI 2016-01.

June 2017

Chapter 11

Working with Other Entities

New content added to further
explain collaboration between
political entities.

June 2017

Chapter 12

Reporting

Content reorganized into tables.
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Contact information
Internet

elections.ca
Political Financing Support Network
1-800-486-6563

Telephone

Regular Hours
Monday to Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Eastern time)
Elections Canada General Enquiries
1-800-463-6868

Fax

Political Financing
1-888-523-9333 (toll-free)
1-819-939-1803

Mail

Elections Canada
30 Victoria Street
Gatineau, Quebec K1A 0M6
General Enquiries
info@elections.ca

Email

Political Financing Enquiries
political.financing@elections.ca
Electronic Financial Return (EFR)—Enquiries and Submissions
efr-rfe@elections.ca
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1. Reference Tables and Timelines

This chapter presents quick reference tools for candidates and official agents. It covers the following
topics:


Starting the candidate’s campaign



Important deadlines for the candidate’s campaign



Role and appointment process—official agent



Role and appointment process—auditor



Closing the candidate’s campaign



Limits on contributions, loans and loan guarantees



Transfers—types and rules



Important reminders for candidates and their official agents
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Starting the candidate’s campaign

Appoint
official agent
and auditor

The candidate must appoint an official agent and an auditor before
doing any of the following:


accepting a contribution, loan or transfer



incurring an electoral campaign expense



filing the nomination paper

The official agent has to open a separate bank account to be used
exclusively for the candidate’s campaign. This could happen before or
after the candidate’s nomination is confirmed or before an election is
called. Note that the requirement to open a bank account exists
whether or not there are financial transactions.
The account has to be with a Canadian financial institution or an
authorized foreign bank, as defined by the Bank Act.
Open
bank account

The official agent must be named as the account holder, as follows:
(name), official agent. For example: “Peter Raymond, official agent”.
It is also acceptable to add the candidate’s name to the name of the
bank account. For example: “Peter Raymond, official agent for Anne
Thomas”.
All monetary transactions in relation to the campaign have to go
through the campaign bank account.
The bank account has to remain open until the campaign fulfills all
financial obligations.

Establish
internal controls

Start incurring
expenses and
accepting
contributions, loans
or transfers

10
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It is strongly recommended that the campaign put in place effective
controls to monitor election expenses and ensure that the limit is not
exceeded.

The campaign can start incurring expenses and accepting contributions,
loans or transfers before the election is called as long as the campaign
has an official agent, an auditor and a bank account.
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Important deadlines for the candidate’s campaign

1
2
3
4
5

Must be appointed before contributions, transfers or loans are accepted or expenses are incurred.
Required before contributions, transfers or loans are accepted or expenses are incurred.
If paper tax receipts were obtained from Elections Canada, the official agent has to return all unused or cancelled tax receipts as well as a copy of each used tax receipt to Elections Canada.
Required if gifts or other advantages received from any one entity exceed a total of $500.
Required if the campaign has unpaid claims and loans.
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Role and appointment process—official agent
Candidate’s official agent
Who is eligible?

Yes

No

Individual who is a Canadian citizen or permanent resident
Corporation or partnership
Candidate
Election officer or member of the staff of a returning officer
Undischarged bankrupt
Auditor appointed as required by the Canada Elections Act
Person who is not qualified as an elector
Person who does not have the capacity to enter into contracts in the province or
territory in which the person ordinarily resides
Any other person or group not mentioned above
Appointment process


The candidate is required to appoint an official agent before the candidate can accept
contributions, loans or transfers, incur electoral campaign expenses, or file their nomination
paper—whichever comes first.



The official agent has to sign a statement consenting to act in that capacity. The statement has to
be submitted to the local returning officer with the candidate’s nomination paper.



If for any reason the official agent is no longer able to continue in that role, the candidate must
appoint a new official agent without delay and notify Elections Canada of the new appointment.
The notice has to include a signed consent from the new official agent.

Role summary


The official agent is responsible for administering the campaign’s financial transactions and
reporting those transactions to Elections Canada as required by the Canada Elections Act.



The candidate may have only one official agent at a time.



The official agent’s role continues until the candidate’s campaign fulfills all financial reporting
requirements.
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Role and appointment process—auditor
Candidate’s auditor
Who is eligible?

Yes

No

Person who is a member in good standing of a corporation, an association or an
institute of provincially incorporated professional accountants (CPA designation)*
Partnership of which every partner is a member in good standing of a corporation, an
association or an institute of provincially incorporated professional accountants (CPA
designation)*
Any candidate or official agent
Election officer or member of the staff of a returning officer
Chief agent of a registered party or an eligible party
Registered agent of a registered party
Electoral district agent of a registered association
Leadership contestant, their financial agent or a leadership campaign agent
Nomination contestant or their financial agent
Financial agent of a registered third party
Any other person or group not mentioned above
Appointment process


The candidate has to appoint an auditor before accepting a contribution, loan or transfer,
or incurring an electoral campaign expense, or before the candidate’s nomination paper
is filed—whichever comes first.



The auditor has to sign a statement consenting to act in that capacity. The statement has to be
submitted to the local returning officer with the candidate’s nomination paper.



If for any reason the auditor is no longer able to continue in that role, the candidate must appoint
a new auditor without delay and notify Elections Canada about the new appointment. The notice
has to include a signed consent from the new auditor.

Role summary


In accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, the auditor has to examine the
candidate’s financial records and give an opinion in a report as to whether the candidate’s return
presents fairly the information contained in the financial records on which it is based.



The auditor has a right to access all documents of the candidate, and may require the candidate
or the candidate’s official agent to provide any information or explanation that is necessary to
enable the auditor to prepare the report.



The auditor’s report has to include a completed checklist for audits in the prescribed form.

*Provincial and territorial auditing bodies may require auditors to meet other professional criteria in
order to perform this role.
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Closing the candidate’s campaign

Fulfill reporting
obligations

The candidate’s campaign must fulfill all reporting obligations before it
can close the campaign.
See the Reporting obligations after election day and Additional reporting
tables in Chapter 12, Reporting.
Elections Canada administers certain funds that are distributed after
election day to eligible candidates. These include:

Receive
reimbursements
and subsidies



return of the candidate’s nomination deposit



reimbursement installments of paid election expenses and paid
candidate’s personal expenses



payment of the auditor’s subsidy

See Chapter 13, Reimbursements and Subsidies.
Claims and loans should be paid within 36 months after election day.
Manage
unpaid claims
and loans

If a claim or loan is still unpaid 36 months after election day, the official
agent has to seek authorization from Elections Canada or a judge
before paying it.
See Chapter 14, Managing Unpaid Claims and Loans.
An amended candidate’s return has to be filed with Elections Canada to
correct errors or omissions, or to report new transactions.

File amended
return(s)

Corrections or revisions might be requested by Elections Canada,
or by the candidate or official agent.
See the Additional reporting table in Chapter 12, Reporting.

Dispose
of surplus

After all financial obligations have been met, the campaign must dispose
of any surplus of funds and fulfill the surplus reporting obligations.
See Chapter 15, Disposing of Surplus.

Close
bank account

Once all unpaid claims, loans, other financial obligations and any
surplus have been dealt with, the official agent has to close the
campaign bank account.
The official agent has to send the final bank statement to Elections
Canada.
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Limits on contributions, loans and loan guarantees
Limits on contributions, loans and loan guarantees
Political entity

2017 annual limit

Limit per election called between
Jan. 1, 2017 and Dec. 31, 2017

To each registered party

$1,550*

n/a

In total to all the registered associations, nomination contestants
and candidates of each registered party

$1,550*

n/a

In total to all leadership contestants in a particular contest

$1,550*

n/a

n/a

$1,550*

To each independent candidate
Notes


The contribution limits apply to total contributions, the unpaid balance of loans made during the contribution period, and the amount of any loan
guarantees made during the contribution period that an individual is still liable for. The sum of these three amounts cannot at any time exceed the
contribution limit.



A nomination contestant is permitted to give an additional $1,000 in total per contest in contributions, loans and loan guarantees to their own
campaign.



A candidate is permitted to give a total of $5,000 in contributions, loans and loan guarantees to their campaign.



A candidate is also permitted to give an additional $1,550* in total per year in contributions, loans and loan guarantees to other candidates, registered
associations and nomination contestants of each party. (This includes contributions to the registered association in the candidate’s electoral district
and contributions to the candidate's own nomination campaign.)



A leadership contestant is permitted to give a total of $25,000 in contributions, loans and loan guarantees to their campaign.



A leadership contestant is also permitted to give an additional $1,550* in total per year in contributions, loans and loan guarantees to other leadership
contestants.

*The limits increase by $25 on January 1 in each subsequent year.
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Transfers—types and rules
This table shows the allowable monetary and non-monetary transfers between related registered political entities.
TO

FROM

Nomination
Contestant

1

2
3
4
5

6
7

Leadership
Contestant

Candidate

Monetary

Nonmonetary

Monetary

Nonmonetary

Monetary

Nomination Contestant

No

No

No

No

Leadership Contestant

No

No

Candidate

No
3

3

Yes

Yes

Registered Electoral
District Association

No

Yes

Registered Party

No

Yes

4

4

Registered Electoral
District Association

Nonmonetary

Monetary

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

4

6

No

1

4

Yes

Nonmonetary

Monetary

Nonmonetary

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

n/a

n/a

2

Yes

5

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Yes

Yes

7

7

Yes

A nomination contestant may transfer funds (but not property or services) to a candidate of the same party in the electoral district in which the nomination
contest was held.
A nomination contestant can only transfer funds to the registered electoral district association that held the nomination contest.
Candidates may transfer property, services and funds to their own nomination contestant campaign for the same election.
Non-monetary transfers must be offered equally to all contestants.
Monetary transfers other than trust funds are allowed. After election day, monetary transfers are allowed only to pay claims and loans related to the
candidate’s campaign.
Directed contributions are the only exception: they may be transferred to the leadership contestant.
Registered parties may transfer property, services and funds to electoral district associations, whether registered or not.

Note: Independent candidates may not send or accept transfers of funds, property or services to or from other political entities.
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Important reminders for candidates and their official agents
DON’T

Before election day

DO


Appoint an official agent, who must open a
bank account to be used exclusively for the
campaign before any contribution, transfer
or loan is accepted or any expense is
incurred.



Appoint an auditor who is accredited under
provincial law to perform accounting
services (CPA designation).



Ensure that only the official agent, the
candidate or a person authorized in writing
by the official agent incurs electoral
campaign expenses.



Ensure that all monetary transactions go
through the campaign bank account.



Issue receipts for each contribution over
$20.



Place election advertising, with a mention
that it is authorized by the official agent. For
example: “Authorized by the official agent of
[candidate’s name].”



For any expense of $50 and over, keep a
copy of the invoice and proof of payment.
For any expense of less than $50, keep
proof of payment plus a record of the nature
of the expense.



Do not allow anyone other than the official
agent, candidate or a person authorized in
writing by the official agent to incur electoral
campaign expenses.



Do not issue tax receipts for contributions
received before the candidate is officially
confirmed by the returning officer.



Do not allow anyone other than the official
agent to pay for electoral campaign
expenses.*



Do not accept contributions:
– from any source other than an
individual who is a Canadian citizen or
a permanent resident of Canada
– that exceed an individual’s contribution
limit
– in cash that exceed $20



Do not accept loans from any source other
than a financial institution, the registered
party, a registered association of the
registered party, or an individual who is a
Canadian citizen or a permanent resident of
Canada.



Do not accept loan guarantees from any
source other than the registered party, a
registered association of the registered
party, or an individual who is a Canadian
citizen or a permanent resident of Canada.



Do not accept a loan or loan guarantee
from an individual if it exceeds the
individual’s contribution limit.

*Exceptions: A person authorized by the official agent can pay expenses out of petty cash.
The candidate can pay the candidate’s personal expenses.
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DON’T

After election day

DO
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If the campaign obtained paper tax receipts
from Elections Canada, return them within
1 month after election day, including unused
receipts and copies of receipts that were
issued.



Provide the Candidate’s Statement of
Personal Expenses to the official agent no
later than 3 months after election day even
if it is a nil statement.



Pay all claims and loans within 36 months
after election day. After that time, an
authorization from Elections Canada or a
judge will be required for late payments.



Submit the Candidate’s Electoral Campaign
Return and related documents within
4 months after election day.



Submit all loan, overdraft and line of credit
conditions, including repayment schedules,
with the candidate’s return.



Allow your auditor sufficient time before the
submission deadline to review financial
documents and prepare the audit report.



File an updated return within 30 days of
paying a claim or loan in full.



Dispose of any surplus in compliance with
the Canada Elections Act after the
campaign has met all its financial
obligations. Notify Elections Canada within
7 days of the disposal.



Close the campaign bank account after all
financial obligations are met and any
surplus is disposed of. Provide Elections
Canada with the final statement.



Do not pay unpaid claims or loans later
than 36 months after election day without
first obtaining Elections Canada’s or a
judge’s authorization.



Do not close your campaign bank account
until all financial obligations are met, the
final reimbursement has been received (if
applicable) and any surplus has been
disposed of.
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2. Contributions

This chapter defines what is and is not a contribution, explains the rules for administering
contributions and provides practical examples. It covers the following topics:


What is a contribution?



What is commercial value?



Who can contribute to whom and how much?



Are paid leave, volunteer labour, sponsorship or advertising contributions?



What are the rules for contribution receipts, anonymous contributions and ineligible
contributions?

What is a contribution?
A contribution is donated money (monetary contribution) or donated property or services
(non-monetary contribution).
Monetary contribution

Non-monetary contribution

A monetary contribution is an amount of money
provided that is not repayable.

The amount of a non-monetary contribution is the
commercial value of a service (other than
volunteer labour) or of property, or the use of
property or money, to the extent that it is
provided without charge or at less than
commercial value. This includes forgone interest
on loans.

Monetary contributions include cash, cheques or
money orders, credit card or debit card
payments, and contributions made using online
payment services.

What is commercial value?
Non-monetary contributions are recorded at commercial value. Commercial value, in relation to
property or a service, is the lowest amount charged at the time that it was provided for the same kind
and quantity of property or service, or for the same use of property or money, by:


the person who provided the property or service (if the person who provided it is in that
business), or



another person who provides that property or service on a commercial basis in the area (if the
person who provided the property or service is not in that business)

Note: If the commercial value of a non-monetary contribution is $200 or less, and it is from an
individual not in that business, the contribution amount is deemed to be nil.
Examples
1. An individual who is not in the business of renting office supplies lends a photocopier to the
campaign office for the duration of the campaign. The official agent has to determine the
commercial value of this non-monetary contribution by checking with local suppliers to see how
much they would charge for renting similar equipment for the same period. If that amount is
greater than $200, a non-monetary contribution must be reported.
2. A self-employed individual in the business of providing information technology services offers to
set up the computers in the campaign office and does not charge for the service. This is a
non-monetary contribution from that person. The commercial value is equal to the lowest amount
charged by that individual for the same kind of service.
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Who can contribute?
Only individuals who are Canadian citizens or permanent residents of Canada can make a
contribution to a registered party, a registered association, a candidate, a leadership contestant or a
nomination contestant.
Although there is no age limit, political entities should practise due diligence when accepting
contributions from minors.
Any money that is used for the campaign out of the candidate’s own funds is a contribution. If the
candidate obtains a loan from a financial institution for the purpose of making a contribution to their
own campaign, the loan must be guaranteed by the personal property of the candidate.
Note: Corporations, trade unions, associations and groups cannot make contributions.

Limits on contributions, loans and loan guarantees to a candidate
This table displays the limits for candidates. The limits for all entities are available in Chapter 1,
Reference Tables and Timelines.
Limits on contributions, loans and loan guarantees to a candidate
Political entity
In total to all the registered associations, nomination
contestants and candidates of each registered party
To each independent candidate

2017 annual
limit

Limit per election called
between Jan. 1, 2017
and Dec. 31, 2017

$1,550*

n/a

n/a

$1,550*

Notes


The contribution limits apply to total contributions, the unpaid balance of loans made during
the contribution period, and the amount of any loan guarantees made during the contribution
period that an individual is still liable for.



The sum of these three amounts cannot at any time exceed the contribution limit.

There are some exceptions to the limits on contributions:


A candidate is permitted to give a total of $5,000 in contributions, loans and loan guarantees
to their campaign.



A candidate is also permitted to give an additional $1,550* in total per year in contributions,
loans and loan guarantees to other candidates, registered associations and nomination
contestants of each party. (This includes contributions to the registered association in the
candidate’s electoral district and contributions to the candidate's own nomination campaign.)

*The limits will increase by $25 on January 1 in each subsequent year.

Examples
1. Max decides to contribute $1,550 to the registered party he supports. In addition, he makes a
$550 contribution to the party’s registered association in his riding. When a federal election is
called in the same year, he makes a $1,000 contribution to the candidate representing the party
in his riding. With that, Max reaches the annual limit for contributions to the registered party as
well as the annual limit for contributions to any combination of candidates, registered
associations and nomination contestants of the registered party.
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2. Clara made a $1,550 contribution in her riding to the registered association of the party she
supports. Later that year an election is called and Clara makes a $1,550 contribution to the
candidate representing the party in her riding. The official agent of the candidate, however, is
aware of the contribution made to the association and returns the cheque to Clara because, with
the earlier contribution, she has reached her annual limit.
Note: It is important that financial agents of electoral district associations and nomination
contestants, and official agents of candidates, communicate about contributions, loans and loan
guarantees because the yearly contribution limit applies to the total amount of these.
3. Peter gave a $1,550 loan to a candidate in his riding early in the year. The full amount is still
outstanding on December 31. Consequently, Peter could not have made another loan,
contribution or loan guarantee that year to a candidate, registered association or nomination
contestant of the same party. The sum of contributions, loans and loan guarantees cannot at
any time exceed the contribution limit.
Note: These examples use the limits in effect for 2017.

Paid leave for a candidate is not a contribution
An employer can give an employee a paid leave of absence during an election period to allow the
person to be a nomination contestant or a candidate. The paid leave is not a contribution.
A paid leave of absence for anyone other than a nomination contestant or a candidate is a
contribution.

Volunteer labour is not a contribution
Campaigns often rely on the help of volunteers. Volunteer labour is any service provided free of
charge by a person outside of their working hours. Volunteer labour is not a contribution.
Note: A service provided by a self-employed person who normally charges a fee for that service is a
non-monetary contribution and is not volunteer labour. The person providing the service has to be
eligible under the contribution rules.

Examples
1. A person who is employed as a teacher offers to work in the evenings in the campaign office to
answer the phone and help with general office duties. This is volunteer labour and therefore is
not a contribution.
2. A self-employed graphic designer offers to design a pamphlet for the candidate free of charge.
Because the person is self-employed and normally charges for that service, the pamphlet
design is not volunteer labour. The commercial value of the service has to be recorded as a
non-monetary contribution. In this case, the commercial value is the lowest amount the graphic
designer normally charges for that service.

Sponsorship or advertising at a political event is a contribution
A transaction involving the receipt of money by a political entity in exchange for advertising or
promotional opportunities directed at members or supporters of the political entity is not recognized
as a commercial transaction. Any money received as part of such an arrangement is to be treated as
a contribution that is subject to the contribution limit and eligibility rules.
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Accepting and recording contributions
Only the official agent can accept contributions to the candidate’s campaign.
Contribution

What to do

Anonymous contributions

Anonymous contributions of $20 or less can be accepted.

Contributions over $20
and up to $200

The contributor’s full first and last name have to be recorded (initials are not
acceptable), and a contribution receipt must be issued. To issue a tax
receipt, the official agent has to record the contributor’s address as well.

Contributions over $200

The contributor’s full first and last name (initials are not acceptable) and
home address have to be recorded, and a contribution receipt must be
issued.

This table summarizes some important points about accepting contributions and issuing receipts.
Contribution received

What to keep in mind
 Generally reported under the name of the individual who signed the
cheque.

Cheque from a joint
bank account

Before candidate’s
nomination is confirmed

 If the cheque is accompanied by written instructions signed by both
account holders indicating how the contribution is to be allocated to the
contributors, the contributions are to be reported in accordance with that
agreement.
 Not eligible for a tax receipt.
 An online processing fee might apply.

Through an online
payment service

From a partnership

 The full contribution amount has to be recorded as a contribution, and the
processing fee has to be recorded as an electoral campaign expense.
For example: If the campaign receives a $500 contribution through an
online payment service and the net deposit to the campaign bank account
is $490, the official agent has to record and issue a receipt for a
contribution of $500 and record an expense of $10.
 The partnership has to provide the following information in writing:
– names and home addresses of each contributor
– the voluntary nature of each contribution
– who it is intended for
– the amount of each contribution
 The instructions must be signed and dated by each contributor.
 Each contributing partner’s share of any partnership draw should be
reduced by the amount of that partner’s contribution.

From an unincorporated
sole proprietor

 Must be recorded in the individual’s name (not the business name), using
the contributor’s home address when an address is required.

Note: It is recommended that campaigns only accept contributions made by way of a traceable
instrument.
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Issuing contribution receipts
A receipt has to be issued for each monetary or non-monetary contribution over $20. Only the official
agent can provide official receipts for contributions, including tax receipts.
Tax receipts can be issued only for monetary contributions received within a specified period. The
period starts from the day on which the candidate’s nomination has been confirmed by the returning
officer. It ends on the day that is one month after election day. Under Canada Revenue Agency rules,
contributions received after election day must have been in transit on election day to be eligible for a
tax receipt (see their information circular IC75-2R9).
Tax receipts have to be issued on prescribed forms, either paper or electronic.
Paper tax receipts are available from Elections Canada. It is important to keep in mind that if the
official agent requests paper tax receipts, these must all be returned (copies of used pages, plus
unused and cancelled receipts) to Elections Canada no later than one month after election day;
otherwise the nomination deposit will be forfeited.
Alternatively, the official agent may use Elections Canada’s Electronic Financial Return (EFR)
software to issue all receipts. It is easy to use and makes paper tax receipts from Elections Canada
unnecessary, which means there is no risk of forfeiting the nomination deposit for not returning
receipts on time. Please refer to the EFR User Guide for more information. The guide can be found
under the Help menu within the EFR software. EFR is free and downloadable from the
Elections Canada website.
Example
Clara contributed $300 to Peter, who announced that he would be running as a candidate in the next
election. Once Peter’s nomination was confirmed, Clara made another contribution of $500. Clara will
receive a tax receipt for $500, although the total amount she contributed was $800. She must
receive an official receipt (not valid for tax purposes) for the other $300.
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Determining the date a contribution is made
As most contribution limits apply per calendar year, the date a contribution is made is important. It is
also important for reporting purposes because this same date will be used as the “date received” in
the candidate’s return.
The date a contribution is made is generally the date the contribution is in the hands of the official
agent. There are exceptions for contributions made by regular mail, by post-dated cheque and
electronically.
How contribution is
made
In person

Date contribution is made
The date the contribution is in the hands of the candidate’s official
agent.

By regular mail

The date of the postmark on the envelope. If the postmark is not
legible, the contribution is made on the date the agent receives the
mail. The campaign should keep the stamped envelope as part of its
records.

Post-dated cheque by any
means

The date on the cheque.

Electronically (e-transfer,
credit card, PayPal, etc.)

The date the contributor initiates the transaction. If the transaction is
post-dated, the contribution is made on the date specified by the
contributor.

Examples
1. On December 23, 2016, an individual goes to the campaign office and gives a cheque in the
amount of $300, dated for the previous day. The official agent deposits the cheque on
January 10, 2017. The contribution is made on December 23, 2016. The official agent issues a
receipt for 2016, and the amount counts toward the individual’s 2016 contribution limit.
2. An individual makes an e-transfer to the candidate’s campaign on December 23, 2016, but the
official agent does not process the amount until January 10, 2017. The contribution is made on
December 23, 2016. The official agent issues a receipt for 2016, and the amount counts toward
the individual’s 2016 contribution limit.
3. The official agent receives a cheque from a contributor in the mail on January 5, 2017. The
cheque is dated December 28, 2016, and the postmark on the envelope is December 30, 2016.
The contribution is made on December 30, 2016. The official agent issues a receipt for 2016,
and the amount counts toward the individual’s 2016 contribution limit.
4. The official agent receives a cheque from an individual during the election period and deposits it
in the campaign bank account. A few days later, when checking the account online, the official
agent notices that the bank has charged the account a fee because the cheque did not have
sufficient funds. No contribution has been made and the bank charge is an election expense.
If the contributor issues a new cheque later, the contribution is made on the date associated
with the new contribution.
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Recording anonymous contributions
If anonymous contributions of $20 or less are collected during an event related to the campaign, the
official agent has to record:


a description of the function at which the contributions were collected



the date of the function



the approximate number of people at the function



the total amount of anonymous contributions accepted

Anonymous contributions of $20 or less may also be received outside the context of a particular
function. In that case, the official agent has to keep track of the total amount collected plus the
number of contributors.
Example
Campaign volunteers organize a wine and cheese event one evening in the campaign office, and
invite local residents. Approximately 40 people show up. During the evening, the campaign
manager passes a basket around to collect cash contributions from the attendees. She informs the
guests about the contribution rules: a maximum of $20 can be accepted from any one individual as
an anonymous cash contribution. At the end of the evening there is $326 in the basket.
After the event the official agent has to record the following: a description and the date of the event,
the approximate number of people who attended (40), and the amount collected in anonymous
contributions ($326). The official agent has to deposit the amount into the campaign bank account.

Remitting anonymous contributions that cannot be accepted
If the campaign receives a contribution that is:


over $20 and the name of the contributor is not known, or



over $200 and the name and address of the contributor are not known

the official agent has to send a cheque for the amount without delay to Elections Canada, payable to the
Receiver General for Canada.

Ineligible contributions
The official agent is responsible for ensuring that contributions are in accordance with the rules set out
in the Canada Elections Act.
The following contributions are ineligible:


cash contributions over $20



contributions from corporations, trade unions, associations and groups



contributions that exceed the limit



indirect contributions (no individual can make a contribution that comes from the money,
property or services of another person or entity)



contributions from an individual who is not a Canadian citizen or a permanent resident



contributions an individual makes as part of an agreement to sell goods or services, directly
or indirectly, to a registered party or a candidate (for example, a candidate cannot agree to
buy campaign signs from a local dealer in exchange for a contribution)
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Returning or remitting ineligible contributions
The official agent must not knowingly accept a contribution that exceeds the limit. It is also advisable
not to accept any other type of ineligible contribution.
The official agent has to return or remit a contribution within 30 days of becoming aware that it is
ineligible. It must be returned to the contributor or remitted to Elections Canada, based on whether or
not the contribution was used.
A monetary contribution is considered used if the campaign bank account balance fell below the
ineligible amount at any time after the contribution was deposited into the bank account.
Flowchart 1 explains how to administer ineligible contributions in different scenarios.
Examples
1. The official agent receives a cheque for $600 from a contributor. When he enters the
contribution in the books, he notices that the same person has already contributed $1,000 to the
candidate’s campaign. Within 30 days, assuming the money has not been spent, the official
agent has to issue a cheque for the excess amount, $50, and send it to the contributor.
2. The official agent receives a cheque for $2,000 from a contributor. As this is obviously an
over-contribution, the official agent does not deposit the cheque but sends it back to the
contributor.
3. An individual makes a non-monetary contribution to the campaign by offering the use of office
space. The official agent later realizes that the commercial value of renting the same office is
higher than the contribution limit. The office has been used during the campaign, so he sends a
cheque for the amount in excess of the contribution limit to Elections Canada, payable to the
Receiver General for Canada.
4. The official agent receives a notice from Elections Canada a couple of months after election
day. It states that a person who contributed $900 to both the registered association and the
candidate exceeded the annual limit by $250 with the contribution to the candidate. Since the
deposit date of the contribution, the campaign bank account balance had fallen below the
ineligible amount of $250 and the funds were therefore used. The official agent must remit $250
within 30 days of the official agent becoming aware of the contravention. To obtain funds, the
official agent could organize a fundraising event or request that the registered association or the
party repay the $250 on the candidate’s behalf. Once the money is available, the official agent
has to send a cheque for the excess amount to Elections Canada, payable to the Receiver
General for Canada.
Note: These examples use the limits in effect for 2017.
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Flowchart 1: Returning or remitting ineligible contributions

*A monetary contribution was used if the campaign bank account balance fell below the ineligible amount at any
time after the contribution was deposited into the bank account.
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3. Loans

This chapter discusses eligible sources of loans and how different loans and interest are reported. It
covers the following topics:


Getting a loan



Types of loans



Loan interest



Repaying a loan

Getting a loan
Loans are used as a source of financing. Both the candidate and the official agent have to manage
campaign finances properly to ensure that all loans are repaid.
A candidate’s campaign may receive loans from either a financial institution or an individual who is a
Canadian citizen or permanent resident. Candidates may also receive loans from their registered
party or a registered association of their registered party. Loans from any other person or entity are
not permitted.
A written loan agreement must accompany all loans.
Loans from financial institutions
There is no limit to the amount a campaign can borrow from a financial institution. Note however that
if the financial institution requires a loan guarantee, only the registered party, a registered association
of the party, or individuals who are Canadian citizens or permanent residents can guarantee the loan.
The amount an individual guarantees is subject to the individual’s contribution limit.
Note: A financial institution must charge a fair market rate of interest on loans made to candidates.
Any forgone interest resulting from the financial institution charging a lower interest rate would
constitute a non-monetary contribution from an ineligible contributor.

Example
The campaign is planning to borrow $15,500 and the bank requires a guarantor for the loan.
Because guarantees from individuals are subject to the contribution limit, the campaign needs at
least 10 individuals to guarantee the requested amount. Each guarantor is limited to guaranteeing
$1,550 of the total loan amount. Alternatively the candidate’s registered party or a registered
association of the same party may guarantee the whole amount.
Note: This example uses the limits in effect for 2017.
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Loans from the registered party or the registered association
There is no limit to the amount a campaign can borrow from the registered party or from a registered
association of the party. The registered party or a registered association of the party can also
guarantee loans obtained from financial institutions. There is no limit to the amount the registered
party or a registered association of the party can guarantee.
Loans from individuals
If an individual obtains a personal loan from a financial institution and lends those funds to a
campaign, the lender is the individual and not the financial institution. The loan amount would be
subject to the individual’s contribution limit.
An individual can lend money to a campaign as long as the total of the individual’s contributions, the
unpaid balance of the loan and the amount of any outstanding loan guarantees does not at any time
exceed the contribution limit in the calendar year that the loan was made.
Note: An individual cannot make a loan to a candidate if the loan is made possible by the money,
property or services of any person or entity that provided it to the individual for that purpose.

Example
Paul made a $550 contribution to Christine’s campaign. In addition, he takes out a $1,000 personal
loan from his bank and lends it to the campaign. With that, Paul has reached the annual limit for
contributions to any combination of candidates, registered associations and nomination contestants
of the registered party.
Note: This example uses the limits in effect for 2017.

Types of loans
Term loan
A term loan is repaid in regular payments over a set period of time. It may be either a fixed rate loan,
allowing the borrower to lock in at a specific interest rate, or it may be a variable rate loan, where the
interest rate fluctuates with the bank’s prime rate and is calculated monthly.
Demand loan
A demand loan is a loan with no specific payment deadline. It is due whenever the lender demands to
be repaid. It is recommended that the written loan agreement for a demand loan include a maximum
term for the repayment.
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Overdraft and line of credit
If overdraft protection or a line of credit is used, the maximum amount used is reported as a loan.
Note however that if the financial institution requires a guarantee, only the registered party, a
registered association of the party, or individuals who are Canadian citizens or permanent residents
can guarantee the overdraft or line of credit. The amount an individual guarantees is subject to the
individual’s contribution limit.
The official agent has to include the following information when reporting an overdraft or a
line of credit:


the maximum amount used



the name and address of the financial institution



the interest rate charged



the dates and amounts of any repayments of principal and payments of interest



the full name and address of any guarantors and the amounts they have guaranteed



the unpaid balance at the end of each calendar year and as of the date of the return

Example
The campaign bank account has overdraft protection of $1,000. The account goes into overdraft by
$200 and the official agent pays back $100 within the same day. Later on that day, the official agent
withdraws another $400 from the same account, bringing the highest amount overdrawn during the
campaign to $500. The overdraft amount to be reported is $500.

Loan interest
Interest incurred on loans is an electoral campaign expense, whether it is paid or accrued.
If the interest rate on a loan from an individual is lower than the market interest rate, the official agent
will need to record the forgone interest as a non-monetary contribution from the individual.
Note: If the loan is from an individual who is not in the business of lending money and the forgone
interest on the loan is $200 or less, the non-monetary contribution is deemed to be nil.

Repaying a loan
Loan repayments may be made any time up to 36 months after election day. Authorization is not
required from Elections Canada or a judge before making these payments.
See Chapter 14, Managing Unpaid Claims and Loans.
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4. Transfers

This chapter explains the rules and procedures for accepting and sending transfers. It covers the
following topics:


What is a transfer?



What cannot be transferred?



Administering transfers sent to and by the campaign



Rules for independent candidates

What is a transfer?
A transfer is a provision of funds, property or services between specified political entities of the same
political affiliation. Where specifically permitted under the Canada Elections Act, a transfer is not
considered to be a contribution, and contribution rules therefore do not apply.
Monetary transfer

Non-monetary transfer

A monetary transfer is a
transfer of funds.

A non-monetary transfer is a transfer of property or services. The
amount of a non-monetary transfer is the commercial value of the
property or service.
Unlike non-monetary contributions, a non-monetary transfer has to be
reported even if it is below $200.

Transfers are permitted only between related political entities (registered party, electoral district
association, candidate and leadership or nomination contestant) of the same political affiliation.
However, not all types of entities are authorized to provide all types of transfers. For a quick reference
guide to eligible and ineligible transfers, see the Transfers—types and rules table in Chapter 1,
Reference Tables and Timelines.
Note: If an invoice requiring payment is prepared by one political entity and sent to its related
political entity, together with a third party vendor invoice representing the commercial value of the
goods or services provided, this is not a transfer but a sale of goods or services from one entity to
another.

Transfers of expenses are prohibited
It is important to differentiate between the candidate’s electoral campaign expenses and the
expenses of the candidate’s registered party. The Canada Elections Act specifies separate expenses
limits for the registered party and each of its candidates. The Act prohibits the transfer of expenses
without accompanying property or services. Each entity has to report the expenses it incurred for
property and services it used during the electoral campaign.
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Transfers sent to the candidate’s campaign
The following transfers may be accepted by the candidate’s campaign:


property, services or funds from the registered party or any registered association of the
registered party



funds from a nomination contestant who participated in the nomination contest in the same
electoral district, including funds from the candidate’s own nomination campaign

Note: Transfers may not be accepted from provincial parties or provincial electoral district
associations. Transfers from a registered provincial division of a federal registered party are
considered transfers from the registered party.

Transfers before an election
The registered party, registered association or nomination contestant may transfer funds, property or
services to the candidate before the election is called provided the following conditions are met:


the candidate has appointed an official agent



the candidate has appointed an auditor



the official agent has opened a bank account for the campaign

Transfers after an election
No registered party, registered association or nomination contestant may transfer funds to a
candidate after election day, except to pay claims or loans related to the candidate’s electoral
campaign.
Therefore, it is important to verify whether a transfer is needed before accepting it.

Transfers sent by the candidate’s campaign
The following transfers may be sent by the candidate’s campaign:


property, services or funds to their own nomination contestant campaign for the same election



property, services or funds to a registered electoral district association of the same party or to
the registered party

Examples
1. Clara won a nomination contest and has started her election campaign. Her official agent
transfers funds to Clara’s earlier nomination campaign to pay some outstanding nomination
campaign expenses.
2. The candidate’s campaign purchases 1,000 signs for the election. During the election period,
900 signs are installed. After election day, 100 unused and 750 recovered signs are transferred
to the registered association. The commercial value of the 850 transferred signs is calculated,
and the amount is reported as a transfer to the association.

Independent candidates
An independent candidate may not send or receive any transfers. Any property, services or funds
received by an independent candidate, including their own funds, are governed by the rules for
contributions and loans.
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5. Other Cash Inflows

This chapter explains how to report cash inflows to the campaign bank account other than
contributions, loans and transfers. It covers the following topics:


Non-contribution portion of ticketed fundraising revenues



Bank interest



Refunds from suppliers



Returned portion of advances



Proceeds from the sale of assets



Initial reimbursement of paid expenses

Note: All monies flowing through the campaign bank account have to be reported.

Inflow type

Description

Example

Non-contribution
portion of ticketed
fundraising revenues

The inflows for fundraising activities
consist of two parts:

John Smith holds a ticketed
fundraiser in support of his
campaign. The ticket price for the
fundraiser is $200, and the fair
market value of the benefit received
is $75. The contribution made by
each ticket purchaser is $125.



the contribution portion, and



the other inflow, which is the
difference between the selling
price and the contribution

The amount to be recorded as other
inflow is the fair market value of the
benefit received—that is, $75.
Bank interest

Interest earned on the campaign
bank account is other inflow, along
with the date received.

At the end of the month, the bank
deposits $1.50 of interest into the
campaign bank account. The official
agent has to record this amount as
other inflow.

Refunds from
suppliers

If a refund is received from
suppliers, the refunded amount is
other inflow.

The official agent purchases
20 reams of paper for use in the
campaign office, at a total cost of
$60. Near the end of the campaign,
the official agent returns 5 unused
reams of paper and receives a $15
refund from the supplier. The official
agent has to record this amount as
other inflow.

The refunded amount may also
need to be offset from the original
election expense or candidate’s
personal expense, and classified as
an amount not included in election
expenses since it is not an expense
subject to the election expenses
limit.

The $15 is also offset from the
original expense in the expenses
section and classified as an amount
not included in election expenses.
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Inflow type

Description

Example

Returned portion of
advances

If the campaign advanced funds for
petty cash, travel or other expenses,
the unused returned portions are
other inflows.

The official agent gives $200 to an
authorized person for travel
expenses. At the end of the
campaign, there is $50 left over and
the official agent deposits this
amount into the campaign bank
account. The official agent records
the $50 as other inflow.

Proceeds from the
sale of assets

If the campaign sells any of its
assets, the amount received is
other inflow.

At the beginning of the campaign,
the official agent purchases two
brand new computers, at a cost of
$2,000. After election day, the
official agent sells the two
computers for the amount of
$1,500. This amount is recorded as
other inflow.

The sale proceeds do not reduce
the commercial value of the asset,
which is the lower of the purchase
price or the cost to rent a similar
asset.
Initial reimbursement
of paid expenses
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If applicable, the initial
reimbursement of paid election
expenses and candidate’s personal
expenses received from Elections
Canada is other inflow.

The candidate received more than
10% of the valid votes cast. Later,
the campaign receives the first
installment of the reimbursement,
which is 15% of the election
expenses limit. The official agent
has to record the reimbursement as
other inflow.
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6. Fundraising

This chapter explains what portion of an amount given during a fundraising activity is a contribution
and clarifies when fundraising expenses are election expenses. It covers the following topics:


Determining the contribution amount when contributors receive a benefit



Fundraising expenses



Typical fundraising activities (sale of branded goods, auctions, ticketed and non-ticketed
events, and draws)

Determining the contribution amount when contributors receive a benefit
As part of fundraising, a candidate’s campaign might provide a benefit (t-shirt, dinner, etc.) to a
contributor in exchange for a contribution. It is important to determine what portion of the money given
is a contribution.
Flowchart 2 shows the basic rules for determining the contribution amount. Two concepts need to be
considered first: the fair market value of a benefit and whether it is significant.
What is a benefit’s fair market value?
The fair market value of a benefit is generally the amount the candidate’s campaign paid a
commercial provider for the property or service (that is, the retail price). If the contributor receives
multiple benefits, they are added together to determine whether the overall benefit is significant in
relation to the full amount given.
If a benefit is not commercially available and its value cannot be determined, such as access to a
party leader, it has no fair market value.
When is a benefit significant?
A benefit is considered significant only if its fair market value exceeds 10% of the amount given or
$75, whichever is less. Note that this de minimis threshold (below which the benefit is deemed
insignificant) does not apply to cash or near-cash benefits, such as gift certificates. Nor does it apply
to the value of an activity that is central to a fundraising event, such as the meal provided at a ticketed
fundraising dinner.
Note: The threshold of 10% of the amount given or $75 is aligned with the de minimis threshold
used by the Canada Revenue Agency to determine the eligible amount and the amount of an
advantage for both political and charitable contributions.

OGI reference
For a detailed discussion of this topic, please refer to Elections Canada’s interpretation note
2016-01, Fundraising, on the Elections Canada website.
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Flowchart 2: Basic rules for determining the contribution amount

Examples
1. In exchange for making a $500 contribution, individuals are given access to the party leader or
a prominent candidate. The full amount given is a contribution under the Canada Elections Act.
Note: Under Canada Revenue Agency rules, this contribution is not eligible for a tax receipt
because the value of the advantage cannot be determined.
2. The candidate’s campaign rents an inflatable castle as a fundraiser and charges families $30 for
admission. The pro-rated cost of the castle per family, based on expected attendance, is $3.
Since the castle is central to the fundraising activity, $3 is deducted from the amount given and
the contribution is $27. This is true even though the fair market value does not exceed 10% of
the amount given or $75.
3. In exchange for making a $20 contribution, contributors receive a box of chocolates. The cost of
the chocolates was $5. Since the value of the chocolates exceeds 10% of the amount given, $5
is deducted from the amount given and the contribution is $15. This is true even though the
chocolates are not central to the fundraising activity.
4. Contributors who make a $100 contribution receive a keychain with the party logo. The cost of
the keychain was $5. Since the keychain is not central to the fundraising activity and its value
does not exceed 10% of the amount given or $75, nothing is deducted from the amount given
and the contribution is $100.
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Fundraising expenses
Expenses reasonably incurred by the candidate’s campaign for property or services used during the
election period are election expenses. Some fundraising expenses are exceptions to that rule:


contribution processing fees



expenses for a fundraising activity, other than promotional expenses

The term “processing fees” means the expenses for processing contributions, which may include
bank charges, credit card processing fees, fees for other payment services (such as PayPal), salaries
of fundraising staff and salaries for data entry when contributions are received.
While the above expenses related to a fundraising activity are not election expenses, any expense
related to promoting the fundraising activity is. Examples include:


producing and distributing invitations to a ticketed fundraiser



procuring and distributing promotional items, such as pens or t-shirts



producing and mailing a letter or pamphlet that solicits contributions



producing and using a script for telephone calls that solicit contributions

Activities not directly linked to soliciting contributions
Expenses incurred by the candidate’s campaign for activities conducted during an election period that
are not directly linked to soliciting contributions are also election expenses. In these cases, incurring
an expense and accepting a contribution are separate transactions.
Examples of such activities include:


non-ticketed events held to promote a party, its leader or a candidate, where contributions
are also solicited



door-to-door promotion of a party, its leader or a candidate, where contributions are also
solicited (in this case, salaries or other amounts paid to canvassers are election expenses)



contacting electors by phone or by other means to promote a party, its leader or a candidate,
where contributions are also solicited (in this case, salaries paid to staff are election
expenses)
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Typical fundraising activities
This section explains how to manage various fundraising activities.

Sale of branded goods
Candidates may sell branded goods in an effort to promote themselves and, in some cases, generate
contribution revenue.
Contributions
When a branded good is sold for more than its fair market value (that is, more than the amount the
campaign paid a commercial provider for the item), the purchaser is making a political contribution.
The de minimis threshold does not apply in this case because the branded good is central to the
fundraising activity. Therefore, regardless of the value of the goods that are sold, the contribution
amount is always the sale price less the fair market value of the item purchased.
Because campaigns only need to issue receipts for contributions over $20, the sale of a branded
good will generate a receipt only when the sale price less the fair market value exceeds $20. If a
purchaser buys multiple items, each unit sold is treated as a separate contribution from a separate
contributor. The total amount of contributions of $20 or less and the total number of contributors are
then reported under anonymous contributions of $20 or less.
Examples
1. To raise funds, the campaign sells t-shirts with the candidate’s name and party logo for $25.
The t-shirts were purchased from a supplier for $10 each, so the contribution generated by each
t-shirt is $15 ($25 – $10). An individual who supports the candidate buys two t-shirts. The
official agent reports two anonymous contributions of $15. No receipt is required.
2. The campaign sells laptop bags with the candidate’s name for $75. The bags were purchased
from a supplier for $50 each, so the contribution generated by each laptop bag is $25 ($75 –
$50). An individual who supports the candidate buys a laptop bag from the candidate’s booth in
a mall. The salesperson records the contributor’s name, address and purchase amount. The
official agent later records the contribution and issues a receipt for $25.

Expenses
The expenses incurred to produce and distribute branded goods (in other words, promotional
materials) that are distributed during an election period are election expenses.

Auctions
Campaigns may choose to raise funds through auctions, where property or services are sold to the
highest bidder. An auction may lead to contributions from both the donor of the property or service
that is auctioned and the winning bidder.
Donor’s contribution
If the auctioned property or service is donated, its commercial value is a non-monetary contribution.
Note: If the commercial value of a non-monetary contribution is $200 or less, and it is from an
individual not in that business, the contribution amount is deemed to be nil.
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Purchaser’s contribution
An individual who buys an auctioned property or service makes a contribution if the bid amount
exceeds the fair market value of the property or service. The fair market value is generally the amount
that would be paid for the property or service in a commercial market.
Even if the fair market value of the item is $200 or less, its value is still deducted from the bid amount
to arrive at the contribution amount. The de minimis threshold does not apply in this case because the
sale of the property or service is the fundraising activity. Therefore, regardless of the value of the
auctioned property or service, the contribution amount is always the winning bid amount less the fair
market value of the item.
However, if the auctioned property or service is not available on a commercial basis, the entire
amount of the winning bid is a contribution under the Canada Elections Act. Note that under Canada
Revenue Agency rules, this type of contribution is not eligible for a tax receipt because the value of
the advantage cannot be determined.
Expenses
In most cases, when an auction is held during an election period, expenses incurred by the candidate
to purchase property or services that will be auctioned are not election expenses, because
fundraising expenses are excluded from that definition. However, because expenses for producing
and distributing promotional materials are specifically included, if any of the auctioned items promote
a party, its leader or a candidate (such as branded goods), the expenses incurred are election
expenses.
Examples
1. An individual donated a painting to a candidate’s campaign for sale at an auction organized to
raise funds for the campaign. A local art dealer appraised the painting at $450. During the
auction, the winning bid for the painting was $600.
The contribution amounts are as follows:


The donor of the painting made a $450 non-monetary contribution to the campaign.



The winning bidder made a monetary contribution equal to the amount paid less the fair
market value of the painting: $600 – $450 = $150.

In addition, $450 (the painting’s commercial value) is an electoral campaign expense not subject
to the election expenses limit.
2. An individual (who is not in the business of selling office furniture) donated an office chair to a
candidate's campaign for sale at an auction organized to raise funds for the campaign. The
chair retails for $150. During the auction, the winning bid for the chair was $250.
The contribution amounts are as follows:


The donor of the chair made a non-monetary contribution to the campaign that is
deemed to be nil (since the commercial value is $200 or less, and the chair was
provided by an individual not in the business of selling chairs).



The winning bidder made a monetary contribution equal to the amount paid less the fair
market value of the chair: $250 – $150 = $100.
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Ticketed fundraising events
When a fundraising event such as a dinner or a golf tournament is held for the primary purpose of
soliciting monetary contributions through ticket sales (including events with an entrance fee), the
amount of a ticket purchaser’s monetary contribution is the ticket price less the fair market value of
the benefit that the bearer is entitled to receive. The de minimis threshold may apply to benefits that
are not central to the event.
Benefit received
In the case of a ticketed fundraising dinner, the benefit received by each ticket purchaser includes the
following:



if the event is held in a rented venue, the fair market value of the room rental and catering,
pro-rated on the basis of the expected number of attendees
if the event is held in a restaurant, the amount the restaurant would normally charge for the
meal



if the event is held in a private venue, the fair market value of the meal; no value is attributed
to the use of an individual’s private residence



door prizes, pro-rated on the basis of the expected number of attendees (de minimis
threshold may apply)



complimentary items such as pens or key chains (de minimis threshold may apply)

In the case of a ticketed golf tournament, the benefit received by each ticket purchaser includes the
following:


green fee (excluded for golf club members whose green fees are already paid)



cart rental



meal



complimentary items (de minimis threshold may apply)



door and achievement prizes, pro-rated on the basis of the expected number of attendees
(de minimis threshold may apply)

In both cases, the fair market value of producing and distributing materials promoting the event,
including ticket printing, is not included in the benefit received because attendees do not gain from
such activities.
Calculation of the benefit’s value
The fair market value of the benefit is determined based on the expected rather than the actual
number of attendees. For example, an individual will receive the same dinner in the same venue
regardless of the actual number who attends. This fixed value is important in terms of contribution
limits: it is necessary to determine the amount of the ticket purchaser’s contribution in advance of the
event so that individuals do not unknowingly exceed their limit.
Note: The expected number of attendees used in the calculation has to be reasonably supported by
evidence (size of room rented, number of meals ordered, etc.).
Expenses
When a ticketed fundraising event is held during an election period, most expenses incurred by the
candidate are not election expenses because fundraising expenses are excluded from that definition.
However, because expenses for producing and distributing promotional materials are specifically
included, any such expenses incurred before or during the fundraising event are election expenses.
This includes expenses for promoting the event, printing tickets, and producing and distributing
promotional items.
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Examples
1. A candidate’s campaign holds a ticketed fundraising dinner in a rented venue. Fifty attendees
are expected, and tickets are sold at $150 each. The event includes dinner, a pen with a logo
for each attendee, and hockey tickets as a door prize. The campaign incurs the following
expenses:




room rental and catering: $2,000 ($2,000 / 50 = $40 per attendee)
hockey tickets: $400 ($400 / 50 = $8 per attendee)
pen with logo: $10

The contribution amount for each ticket purchaser is determined as follows:
Ticket price

$150

Less:
Room rental and catering
Hockey tickets*
Cost of pen with logo*

$40
$8
$10

Contribution amount

$92

*In this case, the total value of benefits received that are not central to the fundraising dinner
(the hockey tickets and pen) exceeds 10% of the amount given ($18 / $150 = 12%). Therefore,
the benefit is considered significant and the de minimis threshold does not apply. The fair
market value of these benefits is deducted from the ticket price.
2. A golf tournament is held during the election period to raise funds for the candidate’s campaign.
Participants are charged $300, and 100 individuals are expected to attend. The campaign
incurs the following expenses:






green fees: $5,000 ($5,000 / 100 = $50 per participant)
cart rental: $4,000 ($4,000 / 100 = $40 per participant)
golf shirt with party logo: $15
door and achievement prizes: $300 ($300 / 100 = $3 per participant)
mailing promoting the event: $800

The contribution amount for each participant is determined as follows:
Participation fee
Less:
Green fee*
Cart rental
Golf shirt**
Prizes**
Contribution amount

$300
$50
$40
–
–
$210

*If a participant is a golf club member and would not be charged a green fee, the cost of that
benefit is not deducted from the participation fee. The contribution amount is $260.
**In this case, the total value of benefits received that are not central to the golf tournament (the
golf shirt and prizes) does not exceed 10% of the amount given ($18 / $300 = 6%) or $75.
Therefore, the benefit is not considered significant and the de minimis threshold applies. The
fair market value of these benefits is not deducted from the participation fee.
Note: The $800 promotional cost is an election expense of the candidate, and the balance
of the cost for the event is an electoral campaign expense not subject to the election
expenses limit.
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Non-ticketed events
Campaigns may hold an event for which no tickets are sold (and no entrance fee is charged at the
door), but where contributions are solicited and received. In this case, the amount of an attendee’s
contribution is not reduced by the value of any benefit received (for example, food or drink) because
attendees would have received the benefit whether or not they contributed. The giving of a
contribution and the provision of a benefit by the candidate are separate transactions. Any
contributions received at non-ticketed events are simply contributions at the amount provided.
Expenses
When a candidate’s campaign holds a non-ticketed event during an election period, the expenses
incurred are election expenses because they are not directly linked to accepting contributions.
Example
The official agent organizes an event one evening during the election period. Light refreshments
and appetizers are served while Christine, the candidate, outlines her platform and answers
questions. The participants have the opportunity to make a contribution to Christine’s campaign.
Any contributions received are recorded at the amount provided. The costs of the food, beverages,
room rental, etc., are election expenses, together with the cost of flyers distributed during the
evening.

Draws
An individual who purchases a ticket for a draw for the chance to win property or a service is making
a contribution under the Canada Elections Act equal to the ticket price. A pro-rated portion of the
prize value is not deducted from the ticket price because a value cannot be attached to the hope of
winning.
Note: Under Canada Revenue Agency rules, this type of contribution is not eligible for a tax receipt
because the value of the advantage cannot be determined.
Provincial or territorial regulations should be consulted prior to organizing draws or other lotteries. In
jurisdictions where draws are permitted, a licence from the province or territory may be required.
Expenses
For candidates promoting a draw during an election period, the expenses incurred to promote the
draw are election expenses, regardless of when the draw occurs.
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7. Electoral Campaign Expenses

This chapter takes a broad look at electoral campaign expenses and how they are administered. It
covers the following topics:


What are electoral campaign expenses?



How do they relate to non-monetary contributions and transfers?



Who can incur and pay electoral campaign expenses?



What invoices have to be kept?

Note: The official agent is responsible for recording electoral campaign expenses and keeping
receipts and invoices, as required by the Canada Elections Act. All supporting documentation will
have to be submitted to Elections Canada with the Candidate’s Electoral Campaign Return.

What are electoral campaign expenses?
Definition
The Canada Elections Act defines an electoral campaign expense of a candidate as an expense
reasonably incurred as an incidence of the election.
There are three categories of electoral campaign expenses:


election expenses



candidate’s personal expenses



other electoral campaign expenses

It is important to understand the differences between the expense categories and the way each is
administered. The next three chapters provide details on each category.

Electoral Campaign Expenses
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What qualifies as an electoral campaign expense?
Electoral campaign expenses include:


amounts paid



liabilities incurred



the commercial value of donated property and services (other than volunteer labour)



the difference between an amount paid or liability incurred and the commercial value of the
property or services (when they are provided at less than their commercial value)

The amount charged to the campaign is an electoral campaign expense. Generally this amount is the
commercial value of the property or service received.
Commercial value, in relation to property or a service, is the lowest amount charged at the time that it
was provided for the same kind and quantity of property or service or for the same use of property or
money by:


the person who provided the property or service (if the person who provided it is in
that business)



another person who provides that property or service on a commercial basis in the area (if the
person who provided the property or service is not in that business)

In other words, commercial value is generally the amount charged in a store for an item or a service.
Examples
1. The campaign rents office furniture from an office equipment rental company for four months.
The amount charged for the rental is the commercial value, and it is an electoral campaign
expense.
2. A self-employed web designer offers to design the candidate's website for a discounted price.
He charges $400 instead of his regular fee of $700. The commercial value, which is the amount
the web designer normally charges for his work (in this case $700), is an electoral campaign
expense. The difference between the commercial value and the actual amount paid ($300) is a
non-monetary contribution from the web designer.
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Non-monetary contributions and transfers are also expenses
The candidate’s campaign incurs an electoral campaign expense when it accepts a non-monetary
contribution or a non-monetary transfer.

Examples
1. After the election is called, an individual donates office supplies—packages of paper, ink
cartridges and binders—to the campaign. Buying the same items in the local stationery store
would cost $300; therefore, this is the commercial value of the donated goods. The official agent
has to record the following: $300 as a non-monetary contribution from the individual and $300
as an election expense.
2. The official agent accepts pamphlets from the registered party. The pamphlets are distributed
during the election period. The party pays $2,000 for the pamphlets and provides the official
agent with copies of the relevant third party supplier invoices. The official agent has to record
the following: a non-monetary transfer of $2,000 from the registered party and an election
expense of $2,000.
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Who can incur expenses?
Only the official agent, the candidate or a person authorized in writing by the official agent can incur
electoral campaign expenses.

Who can pay expenses?
Only the official agent can pay electoral campaign expenses. There are two exceptions to this rule:


Personal expenses of the candidate can be paid by the candidate.



Expenses from the petty cash can be paid by a person authorized in writing by the official
agent. (The official agent must set the maximum amount that may be paid from the
petty cash.)

Note: A registered agent of a registered party can also incur or pay expenses for the election
campaign of the leader of the registered party.
Incurring and paying the candidate’s personal expenses
Only the candidate, the official agent or a person authorized in writing by the official agent can incur a
candidate’s personal expense.
Only the candidate or their official agent is allowed to pay the candidate’s personal expenses. The
candidate can pay them using their own funds, or the official agent can pay the candidate’s personal
expenses from the campaign bank account.
The use of the candidate’s own funds to pay for personal expenses is a non-monetary contribution to
the campaign from the candidate if the candidate is not repaid from the campaign bank account. In
that case, the contribution rules apply. If the candidate intends to be repaid from campaign funds, the
repayment has to be made within 36 months after election day. After that date, payment cannot be
made without prior authorization from Elections Canada or a judge.
Note: Per diems (daily allowances) cannot be claimed as a candidate’s personal expenses. Only
actual paid expenses are considered.

Invoices
All invoices have to be submitted to the official agent.
If an expense of $50 or more was incurred and paid on behalf of the candidate, the official agent has
to keep a copy of the supplier invoice setting out the nature of the expense and proof of payment.
If an expense of less than $50 was incurred and paid on behalf of the candidate, the official agent
must keep a record of the nature of the expense and the proof of payment.
For payments made from the petty cash, the person who is authorized to pay petty expenses has to
provide the invoices and proof of payment within three months after election day.
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8. Election Expenses

This chapter explains what election expenses are, describes how limits are calculated and applied,
and gives examples of typical election expenses. It covers the following topics:


What are election expenses?



Limits on election expenses



Election advertising (traditional and over the Internet)



Voter contact calling services and other outreach



Expenses related to the campaign office and workers



Use of existing resources, including websites and parliamentary resources

What are election expenses?
An election expense is:


any cost incurred or non-monetary contribution received by a candidate to the extent that the
property or service that the cost was incurred for, or that was received as a non-monetary
contribution, is used to directly promote or oppose a candidate during an election period



any non-monetary transfer received from a registered party or a registered association of the
registered party to the extent that the property or services are used to directly promote or
oppose a candidate during an election period

This generally means that any expense reasonably incurred for property or service used during the
election period by a candidate’s campaign is an election expense. Only some fundraising expenses
are exceptions to that rule.
For details about fundraising expenses, see Chapter 6, Fundraising.
The concept of “directly promoting or opposing a candidate” is not limited to election advertising only.
It is to be understood broadly as including expenses necessary to run a campaign, such as office
rental, telecommunication services, etc.
The election period starts on the day the election is called and ends on election day when the
polls close.

Limits on election expenses
The Canada Elections Act imposes a limit on election expenses to facilitate a level playing field
among candidates.
The limit applies to each candidate’s election expenses in the electoral district where they are seeking
election. The limit applies to the total of all election expenses, whether paid, unpaid, or accepted as
non-monetary contributions or transfers.
The candidate, the official agent and any other person authorized in writing by the official agent to
incur expenses all have to respect the election expenses limit. They cannot enter into contracts or
incur election expenses that exceed the limit.
It is highly advisable to agree on an expense approval process; this will help ensure that the
candidate, the official agent and any other authorized person are informed and co-operate when
incurring expenses. An expense approval process and a campaign budget created at the beginning of
the campaign help manage campaign finances effectively.
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How are the limits calculated?
The limit amount varies from one electoral district to another. Elections Canada calculates the limit for
each electoral district as follows:
1. Expenses limits are based on the number of names appearing on the preliminary lists of
electors or on the revised lists of electors for the electoral district, whichever is greater.
2. The Canada Elections Act provides for an adjustment for candidates running in electoral
districts where there are fewer electors than the national average. In these districts the limit is
increased.
3. The Canada Elections Act also provides for an adjustment for geographically large electoral
districts. If the number of electors per square kilometre of the electoral district is less than 10,
the candidate’s expenses limit is increased.
4. The limit is then adjusted by the inflation adjustment factor in effect on the day the election
is called.
Notification of election expenses limits
Shortly after an election is called, Elections Canada notifies each returning officer of the preliminary
election expenses limit. The returning officer advises each campaign of the preliminary limit.
Approximately one week before election day, Elections Canada notifies the candidates directly of
their final election expenses limit. The final election expenses limit may be higher but not lower than
the preliminary limit.
Limit increases for longer election period
If an election period is longer than 37 days, the election expenses limit increases as follows:


the initial limit is divided by 37



the result is then multiplied by the number of days by which the longer election period
exceeds 37 days

Example
The candidate’s election expenses limit for a 37-day election period has been calculated by
Elections Canada and it is $96,756. When the election is called, the election period turns out to be
48 days. The limit is then recalculated as follows: 96,756 / 37 X (48 – 37) = 28,765.3. Therefore the
candidate’s new increased election expenses limit is: $96,756 + $28,765.30 = $125,521.30.

Note: During an election, expenses limits are published on the Elections Canada website.
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Typical election expenses
The following are examples of typical election expenses.

Election advertising
Election advertising is the transmission to the public of an advertising message promoting or
opposing the election of a candidate during the election period. Election advertising has to be
authorized by the official agent. This authorization has to be mentioned in or on the message—for
example, “Authorized by the official agent of John Smith.”
Expenses incurred for advertising conducted during the election period, including the cost of
production and distribution, are to be reported as election expenses.
Traditional election advertising
Advertisements distributed through traditional means such as signs, billboards, flyers, pamphlets,
radio, television, newspapers or magazines during an election period are election advertising and
have to be authorized by the official agent. This authorization has to be in or on the message.
Some advertising material, such as signs, can often be used for more than one election. For details,
see the Use of existing resources section below.
Examples
1. In anticipation of an upcoming election, the official agent purchases flyers before the election is
called and distributes them during the election period to promote the candidate. The commercial
value of the flyers—including their design, printing and distribution—is an election expense. The
flyers are election advertising and have to include an authorization statement from the
official agent.
2. The official agent purchases an advertisement that is broadcast during the election period on
the local radio station, promoting the candidate. The expenses for the advertisement—including
its design, recording and transmission—are election expenses of the candidate. The
advertisement is election advertising and has to include an authorization statement from the
official agent.
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Election advertising on the Internet
Election messages communicated over the Internet are election advertising only if:


they meet the general criteria for election advertising (see Election advertising above), and



they have, or would normally have, a placement cost

Any other messages communicated over the Internet are not election advertising.
The official agent has to authorize any election advertising, and this authorization must be mentioned
in or on the advertisement. Where the authorization statement cannot be included on the advertising
message because of its size, this is acceptable if the statement is made immediately apparent to the
viewer by following the link in the advertising message.
For greater certainty, the following are not election advertising:


messages sent or posted for free on social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook



messages sent by email or through other messaging services (including texts sent through a
cellular or mobile network)



content posted on the candidate’s website (the ongoing costs of creating and maintaining a
website are not placement costs)

However, any associated costs are election expenses.
If online content such as a video, website or Facebook page stays online during the election period, it
has to be reported as an election expense. Alternatively, the campaign may remove all online content
before the election period.
Note: The official agent has to report as election expenses all the expenses related to the design,
development and distribution of online communications used during an election period, regardless
of whether or not they are election advertising.

Examples
1. The candidate’s campaign hires a media firm to place banners on websites and social media
platforms during the election period, directing users to a video posted on YouTube. Because the
banners have a placement cost and promote the candidate, they are election advertising and
have to be authorized by the official agent. Because there is no placement cost to post the
video, it is not election advertising, but all expenses related to designing and developing the
video are election expenses.
2. A group page has been created for the candidate on a free social networking site. Volunteers
manage the page and post articles related to the candidate’s campaign. This is not election
advertising. As long as the volunteers are helping outside their regular working hours and are
not self-employed in the business of managing social media, the volunteer labour is not an
expense.
3. The official agent hires a media firm to post content on the candidate’s website, promoting the
campaign. The content is not election advertising, but all expenses related to designing,
developing and posting the content are election expenses.

OGI reference
For a detailed discussion of this topic, please refer to Elections Canada’s interpretation note
2015-04, Election Advertising on the Internet, on the Elections Canada website.
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Voter contact calling services
Voter contact calling services are services involving the making of calls during an election period for
any purpose related to an election, including:


promoting or opposing a candidate or any position on an issue with which a candidate is
associated



encouraging electors to vote or to refrain from voting



providing information about the election, including information about voting hours and the
location of polling stations



gathering information about how electors voted in past elections, or will vote in the election,
or their view on a candidate or on any issue with which a candidate is associated



raising funds for a candidate

Expenses incurred for voter calls conducted during the election period, including the cost of
production and distribution, are election expenses.
OGI reference
For a detailed discussion of this topic, please refer to Elections Canada’s interpretation note
2015-11, Application of Election Advertising Rules to Telephone Calls, on the Elections Canada
website.

Surveys
Expenses related to surveys or research conducted during the election period are election
expenses. Expenses related to surveys or research conducted outside the election period are not
election expenses, even if the results of the survey are used during the election.
Example
After the election was called, the official agent engaged Election Polling Inc. for $1,538.42 to
conduct a survey. Once the survey was completed, the official agent issued a cheque from the
campaign bank account to pay Election Polling Inc., recorded the amount as an election expense
and kept the invoice to submit it later with the candidate’s return.

Assets
If the candidate’s campaign purchases an asset and uses it during the election period, the election
expense is the lower of the commercial value of renting a similar asset for the same period or the
purchase price.
For low-value items such as office supplies, the full purchase price (the commercial value) must
be recorded.
Assets might be received during the campaign in the form of a contribution from an individual or a
transfer from the registered party or the registered association. In that case, the commercial value of
the asset is a non-monetary contribution or transfer. The election expense amount is the lower of the
commercial value of renting a similar asset for the same period or the purchase price. The remaining
amount, if any, is an other electoral campaign expense.
Note: Amortization may not be used as a method of calculating the commercial value of the use of the
asset.
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Note: Capital assets purchased during the campaign must be disposed of at the end of the
campaign. They can be sold at fair market value, or else transferred to the party or to the registered
association in the candidate’s electoral district.

Examples
1. The candidate’s campaign rents two computers from a local office supplier for $500 on the day
the election is called. The rental agreement is for two months (61 days), and the election period
is 37 days. The cost of renting the computers during the election period is an election expense,
and it is calculated as follows: $500 / 61 x 37 = $303.30. The remaining amount, $196.70, is
recorded as an other electoral campaign expense.
2. On the day the election is called, the official agent pays $100 at a garage sale for the purchase
of a printer for the campaign. The commercial value of renting a similar printer during the
election period would have been $150. The official agent records $100 as an election expense
since the purchase price, $100, is lower than the rental rate.

Rental of a campaign office
The campaign may rent an office for the candidate’s campaign. The portion of the rent incurred
before and after the election period is an other electoral campaign expense. Only the portion of the
rent used during the election period is an election expense.
Example
The campaign rents an office on March 1, a month before the election is called. The rental
agreement is for three months and the rent is $300 a month. The election period is 37 days.
The election expense to be recorded is the rent for the month of April, plus the rent for 7 days in
May: $300 + (7 / 31 x $300) = $367.74. The remaining amount, $532.26, has to be recorded as an
other electoral campaign expense.

Installation costs and other office expenses
Installation cost incurred for items used during the election period is an election expense even if the
installation takes place before the election is called, as long as the item itself is an election expense.
Installation costs cannot be pro-rated.
Other office expenses include the cost of buying office supplies, such as paper or toner cartridges, or
supplying refreshments during meetings. As long as these supplies are used during the election
period, the cost of buying them is an election expense.
Example
The full installation cost of any equipment (telephones, computers, fax machines, etc.) is an election
expense and cannot be pro-rated between pre- and post-election periods regardless of when the
installation takes place.
The cost of telephone usage, however, will have to be reported as an other electoral campaign
expense for the time before and after the election period, while the portion of usage during the
election period is an election expense.
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Compensation paid to the official agent or other campaign workers
The campaign may choose to pay compensation to the official agent or other campaign workers. In
that case, the compensation related to work performed during the election period is an election
expense, while the compensation related to work performed after the election period is an other
electoral campaign expense.
Note that work performed prior to the election period may also be an election expense if the output of
that work is used during the election period. For example, if signs are installed by campaign workers
prior to the election being called, any compensation paid would be an election expense.
It is advisable to include a written contract or other documentation with the candidate’s return about
any compensation paid because, in the absence of evidence, the payment of salaries may be
considered an inappropriate use of campaign funds that would need to be returned.
Note: Any amount paid for the compensation of candidate’s representatives at the polls or at the
office of the returning officer when electors receive special ballots is to be reported as a personal
expense of the candidate.

Examples
1. The candidate decides to pay a salary of $800 to her official agent for work during the election
period. This amount has to be recorded as an election expense.
2. The candidate decides to pay $50 compensation to each of her six representatives at the polls
on election day. The total amount paid, $300, has to be recorded as the candidate’s personal
expense.

Expenses of volunteers
Expenses of volunteers (for example, the costs of refreshments, lodging or transportation) are election
expenses if the items were used during the election period. Unpaid campaign workers are generally
providing volunteer labour.
If a volunteer pays for an expense incurred as an incidence of the election, the amount is a
non-monetary contribution and an expense. However, if the amount is $200 or less and the individual
is not in the business of providing the service, the non-monetary contribution is deemed to be nil and
no expense has to be reported.
Examples
1. Late one night during the election period, volunteers help in the campaign office to prepare
hundreds of flyers for mailing. The official agent orders pizza and pays $83.50 to the pizza
delivery person. The amount of $83.50 is an election expense.
2. A volunteer is driving around in her own car to deliver flyers during the election period. She pays
$30 to fill up her car. If the amount is not reimbursed by the campaign, the volunteer made a
non-monetary contribution. However, because the amount is $200 or less, the non-monetary
contribution is nil and consequently the expense is deemed to be nil.
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Holiday greeting cards and receptions
Candidates might choose to distribute greeting cards during a holiday season. If the greeting cards
are distributed during the election period, they are election advertising and have to be reported as
election expenses. If these expenses are not paid by the campaign, then they could be either
non-monetary contributions if paid by an individual, or non-monetary transfers if paid by the registered
party or a registered association.
If the greeting cards are in transit on the day the election is called and the candidate does not have
the ability to stop their delivery, they will not be considered an election expense even though the
actual delivery will take place during the election period. However, any greeting cards distributed in
the 36 days preceding a fixed date election will be considered an election expense.
Holiday season receptions held during the election period are election expenses. If these expenses
are not paid by the campaign, then they could be either non-monetary contributions if paid by an
individual, or non-monetary transfers if paid by the registered party or a registered association.
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Use of existing resources
Candidates’ campaigns commonly make use of existing resources such as websites, signs and office
staff. These resources often come from a registered association, and sometimes from a member of
Parliament’s office. Their use during the election period is an election expense.
If a member of Parliament uses parliamentary resources during their election campaign, and these
resources are not paid by the campaign, their use is a non-monetary contribution from the elected
member and is subject to the contribution limit.
Note: The use of parliamentary resources is governed by other rules as well, including the Members
By-law of the House of Commons.

OGI reference
For a detailed discussion of a related topic, please refer to Elections Canada’s interpretation note
2014-02, The Use of Member of Parliament Resources Outside of an Election Period, on the
Elections Canada website.
For details on shared transactions, such as subletting the registered association’s office space, see
Chapter 11, Working with Other Entities.

Websites
Candidates may have websites that are designed and maintained using parliamentary, registered
association or other resources. If such a website stays online during the election period, its
commercial value—including design, maintenance and hosting—is an election expense of
the candidate.
Elections Canada will accept the current commercial value of an equivalent website as the
commercial value of a pre-existing website.

Used signs
If a campaign uses signs in a second or subsequent election, the amount of the election expense to
be recorded is the current commercial value of equivalent signs.
Reused signs also have to be recorded as a non-monetary transfer or contribution received from the
entity or individual that had possession of the signs. Generally this is the registered association or the
candidate. Keep in mind that contribution and transfer rules apply to these transactions.

Billboards
The commercial value, including design, production and installation, of any pre-existing billboards that
remain in place during the election period are election expenses. Billboards include the sign and the
supporting structure. Elections Canada will accept the commercial value of an equivalent sign that
would be temporarily installed just for the election period.
Similarly, with respect to the supporting structure, Elections Canada will accept the commercial value
of an equivalent structure that would typically be used for an election period rather than the
commercial value of a structure designed to be more permanent in nature. Note that the commercial
value of the structure is the lower of its purchase price or rental cost.
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Staff of a member of Parliament
If employees on the staff of an elected member engage in political activities to support a candidate
during the election period, the salaries of these persons are election expenses of the candidate and, if
not paid by the campaign, are non-monetary contributions from the elected member.
However, if the employees work on the candidate’s campaign outside their normal business hours or
are on leave, their involvement is volunteer labour and is therefore neither an election expense nor a
non-monetary contribution.

Householders issued by members of Parliament
A member of Parliament who is running as a candidate in an election might issue a householder
during the election period. This is an election expense and, if not paid by the campaign, a
non-monetary contribution from the elected member.
If a householder is in transit on the day the election is called and the candidate does not have the
ability to stop the delivery, it will not be considered an election expense even though the actual
delivery will take place during the election period. However, any householder distributed in the
36 days preceding a fixed date election will be considered an election expense.
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9. Candidate’s Personal Expenses
This chapter discusses the candidate’s personal expenses and reporting requirements. It covers the
following topics:


What are the candidate’s personal expenses?



What are the reporting requirements, including when expenses are nil?



Travel and living expenses



Care and disability expenses



Compensation of candidate’s representatives



Other personal expenses

What are the candidate’s personal expenses?
Personal expenses of the candidate include expenses that are reasonably incurred in relation to the
candidate’s election campaign. The Canada Elections Act lists personal expenses as follows:


travel and living expenses



child care expenses



expenses related to the provision of care for a person with a physical or mental incapacity for
whom the candidate normally provides such care



in the case of a candidate who has a disability, additional personal expenses that are related
to the disability



expenses incurred to pay candidate’s representatives at a polling station or at the office of a
returning officer



other personal expenses—that is, all personal expenses other than those in the preceding
categories. There is currently a $200 limit set by Elections Canada on other personal
expenses.

The candidate’s personal expenses do not count against the election expenses limit.
Incremental expenses
The candidate’s personal expenses have to be incurred as an incidence of the election. They may
include new expenses or increases in normally incurred expenses. In other words, they have to be
expenses that the candidate would not normally incur if there was no election.
Example
The expenses of day-to-day meals in the candidate’s home are not related to the campaign because
meals are consumed regularly outside the election period. On the other hand, if the candidate has to
travel because of the campaign, she might incur meal expenses during the trip. A $50 dinner
consumed by the candidate while travelling in the riding is recorded as the candidate’s personal
expense.
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What are the reporting requirements?
The candidate is responsible for keeping invoices and other documents in relation to their personal
expenses.
All invoices and receipts have to accompany the Candidate’s Statement of Personal Expenses
statement. The candidate has to prepare the statement and submit it to the official agent within three
months after election day.
Note: The candidate has to submit the Candidate’s Statement of Personal Expenses even if the
personal expenses were nil.

Candidate’s personal expense categories
The following are examples of typical personal expenses that the candidate might incur in relation to
their campaign.

Travel and living
If the candidate travels to meet constituents during the campaign, the travel and living expenses
incurred for the trips are personal expenses of the candidate. If the candidate relocates temporarily to
their electoral district during the campaign, the rental and the travel expense to reach the electoral
district are personal expenses of the candidate.
If the candidate uses a personal vehicle for travel, the candidate may submit receipts for gas and
other expenses, or may submit a mileage log. The mileage log should contain the following
information: the date, the point of origin, the destination, the kilometres travelled and the purpose of
travel. Elections Canada follows the kilometric rates established by the Treasury Board of Canada.
An important point is that the expenses of campaign workers and volunteers accompanying the
candidate during the election period on trips, or assisting the candidate during events, are considered
election expenses—not the candidate’s personal expenses.
Note: The travel claim has to be either for actual expenses, such as fuel and rental costs, or else for
mileage. The claim cannot be for both.

Example
The candidate rents a car to travel in the riding and meet with voters during the election period. The
car rental and fuel costs are recorded as personal expenses of the candidate. In addition, the cost of
the candidate’s lodging and meals during the trip are also personal expenses. The candidate travels
with his campaign manager, who is a volunteer. The expenses associated with the campaign
manager’s lodging and meals during the trip are election expenses.

Child care
During the election campaign, the candidate might engage in campaign activities during the daytime
or evenings, or on weekends. Child care expenses incurred as an incidence of the election are
incremental expenses because they would not normally occur if there was no election. The additional
child care cost is a personal expense of the candidate.
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Care for a person with a physical or mental incapacity
If the candidate normally provides care for a person with a physical or mental incapacity, additional
care might be needed during the campaign for the times when the candidate is engaged in campaign
activities. The cost of additional care is a personal expense of the candidate.

Expenses related to a disability
In the case of a candidate with a disability, the additional personal expenses that are related to the
disability, and are reasonably incurred as an incidence of the candidate’s campaign, are personal
expenses of the candidate.
Example
The candidate has a disability that requires the services of a caregiver when the candidate travels.
This person accompanies the candidate on trips in the candidate’s riding. The expenses of this
additional care are personal expenses of the candidate.

Expenses to pay candidate’s representatives
Unremunerated candidate’s representatives at the polls provide volunteer labour, which is not
considered an election expense.
However, if the candidate decides to pay for the compensation of their representatives at the polls or
at the office of the returning officer when electors receive special ballots, these expenses are
personal expenses of the candidate.

Other personal expenses
This category includes personal expenses other than those in the preceding categories. Unlike the
previously discussed categories of personal expenses, this category has a limit of $200 established
by Elections Canada.
Other personal expenses in excess of the $200 limit that were reasonably incurred as an incidence of
the election are electoral campaign expenses other than election or personal expenses.
This is the category in which to report items such as costs of dry cleaning, personal grooming or the
candidate’s cellphone use. All the items reported must be for expenses that the candidate would not
normally incur if there was no election.
Example
The candidate makes and receives calls related to the campaign on her own cellphone. The
candidate can claim any expenses in excess of her normal cellphone expenses as other personal
expenses, to a maximum of $200 in total other personal expenses. Amounts in excess of $200
reasonably incurred as an incidence of the election are reported as electoral campaign expenses
other than election or personal expenses.
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10. Other Electoral Campaign Expenses
This chapter discusses electoral campaign expenses other than election expenses or the candidate’s
personal expenses and provides examples of typical expenses in this category. It covers the following
topics:


What are “other” electoral campaign expenses?



Compensation paid to the candidate



Expenses for ticketed fundraising events



Unused inventory



Interest on loans before and after the election period



Cost of preparing reports

What are “other” electoral campaign expenses?
Certain electoral campaign expenses that are reasonably incurred as an incidence of the election are
not to be included as election expenses or the candidate’s personal expenses and are not subject to
the expenses limit. These expenses are called “other” electoral campaign expenses.
Expenses before or after the election
An expense for property or a service used before the calling of the election is an electoral campaign
expense only to the extent that it was reasonably incurred as an incidence of the election. A purpose
test should be applied to determine whether or not a pre-writ expense is an electoral campaign
expense: if the candidate was not planning to participate in a future election, would the expense have
been incurred?
An expense for property or a service used after election day is an electoral campaign expense only to
the extent that it is reasonably serving some purpose related to the election.
Examples
1. The campaign rents an office on March 1, a month before the election is called. The rental
agreement is for three months and the rent is $300 a month. The election period is 37 days,
starting from April 1. The portion of the rent that has to be recorded as an other electoral
campaign expense is $532.26. That is the amount remaining after the election expense,
$367.74, is subtracted from the rent total.
Calculation: $900 – ($300 + (7 / 31 x $300)) = $532.26
2. After election day, the candidate invites the volunteers of his campaign to a thank-you party.
Although the event is outside the election period, the expense incurred is an incidence of the
election. Accordingly, the expenses have to be reported as other electoral campaign expenses.
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Typical “other” expenses
Compensation paid to the candidate to replace revenue
Compensation may be paid to the candidate from the campaign bank account to replace revenue
forgone by the candidate during the election period.
It is advisable to include a written contract or other documentation with the candidate’s return about
any compensation paid because, in the absence of evidence, the payment of salaries may be
considered an inappropriate use of campaign funds that would need to be returned.

Expenses for ticketed fundraising events
When a ticketed fundraising event is held during an election period, most expenses incurred by the
candidate are other electoral campaign expenses, because fundraising expenses are excluded from
the election expense definition. For details, see Chapter 6, Fundraising.
Note: Expenses associated with the production and distribution of advertising and promotional
materials related to a fundraising activity are election expenses to the extent that the advertising and
promotional materials are used during the election period.

Example
The campaign holds a ticketed fundraising dinner during the election period. The expenses incurred
for the venue rental, food, drinks and entertainment are other electoral campaign expenses. The
expenses incurred to promote the event are election expenses.

Unused inventory
Any inventory or asset that was never used during the election period and remains on hand after
election day is not an election expense, but an other electoral campaign expense. The unused
inventory should be sold at commercial value, or transferred to the registered association or the
registered party.
Example
During the election period, 900 signs are installed and 100 signs are not used. The purchase price
of the 100 unused signs is reported as an other electoral campaign expense.

Interest on loans before and after the election period
Interest on loans payable before and after the election period is an other electoral campaign expense.

Cost of preparing reports
Expenses associated with fulfilling the various reporting obligations set out in the Canada Elections
Act are other electoral campaign expenses.
Example
The cost of a courier service used two months after election day to send the candidate’s return has
to be reported as an other electoral campaign expense.
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11. Working with Other Entities
This chapter discusses how transactions are regulated when the candidate’s campaign engages in
shared activities or shares expenses with other candidates, a registered association or the registered
party. It covers the following topics:


Shared expenses



Prohibition on transferring expenses



Property or services provided by the party or registered association



Typical shared activities (leader’s tour; campaigning by senators, ministers or another
candidate; use of the registered association’s resources)

Shared expenses
Campaigns might decide to share the expenses of certain events during the election period, such as
a speaking tour from a senator or another candidate. These expenses must be authorized in advance
by the official agents of each campaign.
Each campaign that participates in a shared event must pay a reasonable allocation of the expense
and report its share as an election expense. One campaign may not pay the expenses of another
because transfers between campaigns are not allowed.

Expenses cannot be transferred
It is important to differentiate between the candidate’s electoral campaign expenses and the
expenses of the candidate’s registered party. The Canada Elections Act specifies separate expenses
limits for the registered party and each of its candidates.
The Act prohibits the transfer of expenses without accompanying property or services. Each entity
has to report the expenses that it incurred for property and services used to promote that entity in the
campaign.

Property or services provided by the party or registered association
Candidates may receive property or services from their registered party or a registered association of
the party, such as signs and riding service packages. These can be received as non-monetary
transfers or can be paid by the candidate’s campaign.
If the property or service is being paid by the candidate’s campaign, a copy of the original supplier
invoice as well as the invoice from the party or association must be included with the candidate’s
return. The documentation should confirm the amount reported in the candidate’s return.
For details on property or services already in place, including used signs and existing websites, see
the Use of existing resources section in Chapter 8, Election Expenses.
Examples
1. The candidate’s registered party purchases signs from Signs Inc. for $1,500 and resells them to
the candidate’s campaign for $1,500. The party has to provide a copy of the original invoice
from Signs Inc. for $1,500, as well as an invoice from the party for $1,500.
2. The registered party creates a web page on its site for each candidate. The commercial value of
creating the web pages is $150 per candidate. Each candidate has to report a non-monetary
transfer and an expense of $150.
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Typical shared activities
The following are examples of typical activities where various entities work together and might share
expenses.

Leader’s tour
The party leader’s tour expenses are election expenses of the party and may not be election
expenses of the candidates. In addition to the expenses of transportation, the party has to include the
expenses of all other related items, such as meals, refreshments, salaries of party staff assigned to
the tour, and communications equipment rented for the media.
If the candidate’s campaign incurs expenses to attend the leader’s tour event, such as transporting
campaign staff to the event, these are expenses of the candidate.

Campaigning by senators, ministers or another candidate
If a senator, a minister or another candidate campaigns on behalf of the candidate, the expenses
related to that person’s involvement in the campaign are election expenses and have to be authorized
in advance by the official agent, the candidate or a person authorized in writing by the official agent.
Any expense incurred in relation to the campaign has to be reimbursed using campaign funds or
accepted as a non-monetary contribution if paid by an eligible contributor, or as a non-monetary
transfer if paid by the party or a registered association of the party.
In the event that a senator, a minister, or another candidate has travelled to a particular destination
for purposes unrelated to the election and campaigns on behalf of the candidate while there, any
incremental costs incurred to assist with the campaign are election expenses.

Use of the registered association’s office and assets
The candidate’s campaign may use the registered association’s office and assets during the election
period. Their use is an election expense.
For the use of its office, the registered association must send an invoice to the candidate’s campaign
together with the association’s original rental agreement.
If the registered association charges:


less than its own rental cost for the period, the difference is a non-monetary transfer from the
association



more than its own rental cost for the period, the difference is a monetary transfer from the
candidate

For the use of its assets (computers, printers, etc.), the association must send an invoice equivalent
to the commercial value of renting similar assets for the same period.
If the registered association does not charge for the use of its assets, the commercial value of renting
similar assets for the same period is a non-monetary transfer from the association.
Example
The registered association rents office space all year. During the election period, the candidate
sublets the office and uses it as a campaign office. The registered association sends an invoice to
the candidate’s campaign for the rent calculated for the election period. The rent paid by the
candidate is an election expense of the candidate. The registered association has to report the
income in its financial statement at the end of the fiscal year.
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Use of the registered association’s online contribution system
The candidate’s campaign might use the registered association’s website to process online
contributions, since associations often already have the necessary resources in place.
If a contribution is processed through the registered association’s website to the association’s bank
account, the contribution is made to the registered association. The association issues the receipt
and transfers the contribution amount to the candidate’s campaign.
Keep in mind that the registered association’s website is an election expense of the candidate if it
stays online during the election period. See Use of existing resources in Chapter 8, Election
Expenses, for more information.
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12. Reporting

This chapter describes the financial reports that must be completed and submitted by set deadlines
under the Canada Elections Act. It covers the following topics:


Reporting obligations after election day



Additional reporting



Reporting gifts and other advantages



Submitting reports to Elections Canada



Filing deadline extensions

Note: Financial forms and instructions are available on the Elections Canada website.

Reporting obligations after election day
Reports and
documents
Official tax
receipts
All unused and
copies of used
receipts, if
applicable
Candidate’s
Statement of
Personal Expenses
(EC 20220)
Signed, with all
supporting
documents
Contributions to a
Candidate at an
Election—
Information Return
(T2093—CRA)

Who is
responsible

Submit
to whom

1 month
after
election
day

Official
agent

Elections
Canada

3 months
after
election
day

Candidate

Official
agent

4 months
after
election
day

Official
agent

Canada
Revenue
Agency

Description

Deadline

Applies to paper tax receipts
obtained from Elections Canada.
Does not apply to tax receipts
prepared using the Electronic
Financial Return (EFR) software.
The statement lists the candidate’s
personal expenses that were
reasonably incurred in relation to
their campaign and have not been
reimbursed by the campaign.
It must be completed even if the
candidate’s personal expenses
were nil.
The official agent must use the
electronic form available on the
CRA website to report
contributions received and
receipted.
A link to the form is posted on the
Elections Canada website.
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Reporting obligations after election day (continued)
Reports and
documents

Description

Deadline

Who is
responsible

Submit
to whom

Candidate’s
Electoral
Campaign Return
(EC 20120)

The candidate’s return includes
the following:

4 months
after
election
day

Official
agent

Elections
Canada

Signed, with all
supporting
documents

 Campaign information and
declaration, signed by the
candidate and the official agent
 Revenues and other inflows
 Expenses and other outflows
 Summary and cash
reconciliation

Auditor’s report*

After the official agent has
completed the candidate’s return,
the auditor has to examine the
candidate’s financial records and
give an opinion in a report as to
whether the candidate’s return
presents fairly the information
contained in the financial records
on which it is based.

4 months
after
election
day

Official
agent

Elections
Canada

Auditor’s invoice

Prepared and signed by the
auditor.

4 months
after
election
day

Auditor and
official agent

Elections
Canada

Checklist for
Audits
(EC 20011)

The auditor’s report has to include
a completed checklist for audits in
the prescribed form.

4 months
after
election
day

Auditor and
official agent

Elections
Canada

Candidate’s
Statement of
Personal Expenses

The official agent must submit the
personal expenses statement,
together with the Candidate’s
Electoral Campaign Return.

4 months
after
election
day

Official
agent

Elections
Canada

The candidate has to submit this
report if they received certain gifts
or other advantages during a
prescribed period.

4 months
after
election
day

Candidate

Elections
Canada

Signed, with all
supporting
documents
Candidate’s
Statement of Gifts
or Other
Advantages
Received
(EC 20053)
(if applicable)

See the Reporting gifts and
other advantages section below.

*It is very important to give the auditor enough time to properly audit the Candidate’s Electoral
Campaign Return before the deadline.
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Additional reporting
In some cases, the reporting obligations do not end soon after election day. The campaign might still
have unpaid claims or loans, or need to correct an error in the candidate’s return. The following table
summarizes these additional reporting requirements.
Reports and
documents

Who is
responsible

Submit to
whom

30 days
after the
correction
or revision
was
authorized

Official agent
or candidate

Elections
Canada

On review, Elections Canada
may request the candidate or
the official agent to correct or
revise the candidate’s return. In
that case, the candidate or the
official agent must submit the
corrected or revised candidate’s
return within the specified
period.

Within a
period
specified by
Elections
Canada

Official agent
or candidate

Elections
Canada

After a final payment of a claim
or loan, the official agent must
send an updated Candidate’s
Electoral Campaign Return
within 30 days of the payment.

30 days
after a
claim or
loan is
paid*

Official agent

Elections
Canada

Candidate’s
Statement of
Unpaid Claims and
Loans 18 or 36
Months After
Election Day**
(EC 20003)

The statement covers unpaid
claims and loans as of
18 months after election day.

19 months
after
election
day

Official agent

Elections
Canada

Candidate’s
Statement of
Unpaid Claims and
Loans 18 or 36
Months After
Election Day**
(EC 20003)

The statement covers unpaid
claims and loans as of
36 months after election day.

37 months
after
election
day

Official agent

Elections
Canada

Candidate’s
Electoral
Campaign Return
Corrected or
revised, as
requested by the
candidate or the
official agent
Candidate’s
Electoral
Campaign Return
Corrected or
revised, as
requested by
Elections Canada

Candidate’s
Electoral
Campaign Return
Updated

Description

Deadline

The candidate or the official
agent may become aware of a
need to make a correction or a
revision to a return that has
been filed. In that case, the
candidate or the official agent
has to submit a written request
for authorization to file a
corrected or revised return.

*Claims and loans should be paid within 36 months after election day. Authorization is required from
Elections Canada or a judge to pay claims or loans more than 36 months after election day.
**Required if the campaign has unpaid claims and loans.
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Reporting gifts and other advantages
When to report gifts and other advantages
A gift or other advantage is money, property or services provided without
charge or at less than commercial value.
Definition

Note: This definition excludes monetary or non-monetary contributions or
transfers, as defined in the Canada Elections Act and in the chapters of this
handbook.
 Once a person becomes a candidate, there are restrictions on the gifts
and other advantages that they may accept.
 Gifts or other advantages received from any one entity that exceed a
total of $500 have to be disclosed.
 A candidate may not accept any gift or other advantage that might be
seen to have been given to influence them as a member of Parliament.
However, a candidate may accept a gift or other advantage given by a
relative or as a normal expression of courtesy or protocol.


A relative is a person related to the candidate by marriage,
common-law partnership, birth, adoption or affinity.



An affinity is a relationship other than by blood, especially a
relationship by marriage or adoption.



A common-law partnership is the relationship between two persons
who are cohabiting in a conjugal relationship that has lasted for at
least one year.



A normal expression of courtesy or protocol is an expected act of
showing thanks or politeness, such as gift exchanges with foreign
delegates or the celebration of events such as holidays and
birthdays.

Important to know

 The candidate is required to report gifts received between:

Reporting gifts and
other advantages



the date of winning the nomination contest or the day the election is
called (whichever is earlier), and



the day the elected candidate becomes a member of Parliament or
withdraws from the election, or election day (if the candidate is not
elected)

 The candidate is responsible for filing the Candidate’s Statement of Gifts
or Other Advantages Received (EC 20053).
 The statement must be sent directly to Elections Canada within four
months after election day.
 This document is confidential, except when required for enforcement
purposes.
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Submitting reports to Elections Canada
Financial forms and instructions are available on the Elections Canada website.
Elections Canada has developed free software to assist with the preparation of financial returns: the
Electronic Financial Return (EFR) software. The EFR software is downloadable from the
Elections Canada website.
Note: Using EFR to complete or update the Candidate's Electoral Campaign Return makes
reporting much easier because EFR validates the entries and creates a submission file with the
required fields populated.

How to submit reports to Elections Canada
1. Sign the pages requiring signatures.

Process

2. Send the reports by courier, mail, fax or email (in PDF format) to Elections
Canada.
Note: When using EFR for the candidate’s return, send the submission file
created by EFR as an email attachment.
3. Send the originals of all supporting documentation to Elections Canada by
courier or mail.

Email

efr-rfe@elections.ca

Mail

Elections Canada
30 Victoria Street, Gatineau, Quebec K1A 0M6

Fax

Political Financing
1-888-523-9333 (toll-free)
1-819-939-1803

Notes


Documents submitted to Elections Canada have to be signed.



It is recommended that the campaign keep a copy of all documents submitted.



For details about EFR, please consult the EFR User Guide, available in the EFR software.
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Filing deadline extensions
The Canada Elections Act specifies deadlines for submitting reports. The official agent or the
candidate must seek authorization from Elections Canada or a judge to file after the deadline.
If the official agent or the candidate cannot submit a report by the deadline, the official agent or the
candidate may apply to Elections Canada for authorization to submit the document within an
extended period. The request has to be received by Elections Canada within two weeks after the
report’s deadline.
The following table explains which reports are eligible for an extension under the Act.
Candidate reports—extension requests

Document to submit

Candidate’s Electoral Campaign Return
Original submission

Extension
from
Elections
Canada

Additional
extension
from
Elections
Canada

Extension
from
a judge

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No*

Candidate’s Electoral Campaign Return
Updated after the final payment of a claim or loan
at any time after election day
Candidate’s Statement of Unpaid Claims and
Loans 18 or 36 Months After Election Day
Candidate’s Electoral Campaign Return
Corrected or revised, as requested by the candidate
or the official agent
Candidate’s Electoral Campaign Return
Corrected or revised, as requested by Elections
Canada

*Corrections or revisions requested by Elections Canada are not eligible for extensions and must be
filed within the specified period. However, the official agent or the candidate can apply to a judge to
be relieved of the obligation of complying with the request.
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13. Reimbursements and Subsidies

This chapter explains who is eligible for refunds, reimbursements or subsidies that Elections Canada
distributes after election day and how the amounts are calculated. It covers the following topics:


Return of the candidate’s nomination deposit



Reimbursement of expenses and candidate’s return of overpayments



Auditor’s subsidy

Return of the candidate’s nomination deposit
Among the requirements in the candidate’s nomination process is the payment of a $1,000
nomination deposit when the candidate’s nomination paper is filed with the local returning officer.
To receive a refund of the nomination deposit after the election, the candidate or the candidate’s
official agent has to:


within one month after election day, return all paper tax receipts to Elections Canada if the
campaign obtained them from Elections Canada during the election (this includes unused or
cancelled paper tax receipts as well as a copy of each used tax receipt)



fulfill the reporting requirements

The nomination deposit refund is payable to the official agent and must be deposited to the campaign
bank account. The official agent may designate the original payer as the recipient. In that case, the
official agent has to submit an assignment agreement to Elections Canada.
Note: If the official agent obtained paper tax receipts from Elections Canada and does not return all
of them before the deadline, the $1,000 nomination deposit will be forfeited.

EFR makes it easier
There is a great advantage to using Elections Canada’s Electronic Financial Return (EFR) software
for printing tax receipts. If the official agent did not obtain paper tax receipts from Elections Canada
and used EFR to issue and print tax receipts, the requirement to return unused tax receipts does not
apply.
Note: The EFR software is available on the Elections Canada website.
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Reimbursements and overpayments
The Canada Elections Act provides for a partial reimbursement of paid election expenses and paid
candidate’s personal expenses if the conditions for reimbursement are met.
A candidate’s campaign is eligible for reimbursement if the candidate:


was elected or received at least 10% of the valid votes, and



filed the Candidate’s Electoral Campaign Return, the auditor’s report and the Checklist for
Audits within the original or extended filing deadline

What is reimbursable
Only two types of expenses are reimbursable: election expenses paid from the campaign bank
account, and paid personal expenses of the candidate.
How the reimbursement is calculated
Eligible candidates are entitled to receive a reimbursement of 60% of the paid election expenses and
paid personal expenses, to a maximum of 60% of the election expenses limit.
Example
The election expenses limit in the candidate’s riding is $100,000. The candidate’s paid election
expenses and paid personal expenses total $12,500. The maximum reimbursement that the
candidate could receive is 60% of the limit, which is $60,000. In this example, the candidate will
receive 60% of $12,500, or $7,500.

Reduction of reimbursement amount
If the candidate’s election expenses exceeded the election expenses limit, the reimbursement amount
is reduced as follows:


by one dollar for every dollar that exceeds the limit by less than 5%



by two dollars for every dollar that exceeds the limit by 5% or more but by less than 10%



by three dollars for every dollar that exceeds the limit by 10% or more but by less than 12.5%



by four dollars for every dollar that exceeds the limit by 12.5% or more

How the reimbursement is paid
Elections Canada authorizes the reimbursement in two installments:


Initial reimbursement: After election day, once it is confirmed that the candidate received at
least 10% of the valid votes or was elected, an installment amounting to 15% of the election
expenses limit is paid.



Final reimbursement: After Elections Canada auditors have reviewed the candidate’s return
and confirmed that it complies with the Canada Elections Act, any remaining amount is paid.

The reimbursement cheque is payable to the official agent and must be deposited to the campaign
bank account. The official agent may designate another person as the recipient (for example, the
registered party). In that case, the official agent has to submit an assignment agreement to
Elections Canada.
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Returning an overpayment
If 60% of the total paid election and paid personal expenses is less than the initial reimbursement, the
official agent is responsible for returning the overpayment to Elections Canada in the form of a
cheque payable to the Receiver General for Canada. Once Elections Canada completes the review of
the candidate’s return, it will inform the official agent about the amount to be returned.
Example
The candidate’s election expenses limit was $100,000 for the recent election. Because the
candidate received 10% of the valid votes, the first installment of the reimbursement is issued. The
amount is 15% of $100,000—that is, $15,000. However, the total amount of paid election expenses
and paid personal expenses of the candidate is $7,100. Because the reimbursement is paid to a
maximum of 60% of the paid election expenses and paid personal expenses, the candidate is only
entitled to receive a reimbursement of $4,260.
The official agent has to return the difference between the reimbursement payment and the eligible
amount ($15,000 – $4,260 = $10,740) to Elections Canada by issuing a cheque payable to the
Receiver General for Canada.
Additional payment
If an amended candidate’s return is filed with Elections Canada after the filing of the initial return, the
candidate may qualify for an additional payment if the amount of paid election expenses and paid
personal expenses increases as a result of the amendment. However, this reimbursement is paid
only if the candidate has qualified for the original reimbursement and if the additional reimbursement
does not bring the total reimbursement to more than 60% of the candidate’s election expenses limit.

Auditor’s subsidy
The candidate’s auditor will receive a subsidy from Elections Canada, paid directly to the auditor. Once
Elections Canada receives the Candidate’s Electoral Campaign Return, the auditor’s report, the
Checklist for Audits and the auditor’s invoice, and once it completes reviewing the candidate’s return, it
authorizes the auditor’s subsidy payment.
How the subsidy is calculated
The auditor’s subsidy is calculated as follows:


the amount indicated on the auditor’s invoice, to a maximum of $1,500, or 3% of the
candidate’s election expenses—whichever is less



a minimum of $250

Note: If the auditor’s subsidy is less than the total fee charged by the auditor, the difference is an
electoral campaign expense, and the candidate’s campaign is responsible for paying the remaining
amount.

Example
The official agent submits the auditor’s invoice for $500 with the Candidate’s Electoral Campaign
Return and other required documents. The total amount of the candidate’s election expenses is
$7,200. The auditor is entitled to receive 3% of that amount as a subsidy payment. However,
3% of $7,200 ($216) is less than the minimum amount payable. Accordingly, Elections Canada will
authorize payment of the minimum amount of $250.
The official agent has to pay the remaining $250 to the auditor from campaign funds or arrange to
have the registered association or party pay the fee on behalf of the campaign.
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14. Managing Unpaid Claims and Loans
This chapter explains the rules for administering the campaign’s unpaid claims and loans at different
times after the election. It covers the following topics:


Repaying claims and loans within 36 months



Repaying claims and loans after 36 months



Requesting authorization for a payment



Reporting unpaid claims and loans

Repaying claims and loans within 36 months
Claims and loans should be paid within 36 months after election day.
If a claim or loan remains unpaid from the time the original return is filed to 36 months after
election day:


the official agent does not require authorization from Elections Canada or a judge before
paying it



after the final payment of the claim or loan, the official agent has to file an updated
Candidate’s Electoral Campaign Return within 30 days of the payment



the updated return must indicate the source of funds used to pay the claim or loan

Repaying claims and loans after 36 months
If a claim or loan is still unpaid 36 months after election day:


the official agent has to seek authorization from Elections Canada or a judge before paying it



after the final payment of the claim or loan, the official agent has to file an updated
Candidate’s Electoral Campaign Return within 30 days of the payment

Elections Canada may impose any terms or conditions it considers appropriate on the authorized
payment.

Requesting authorization for a payment
The following persons may submit a written application to be paid or to pay a claim or loan later than
36 months after election day:


the claimant or lender



the official agent



the candidate

The application should be made using the Request for Authorization to Pay an Unpaid Claim or Loan
form on the Elections Canada website.
The request should include the campaign’s bank account statement, showing that the campaign has
sufficient funds to make the payment.
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Reporting unpaid claims and loans
The candidate’s campaign will have to provide different updates on the status of payments if the
campaign has unpaid claims or loans after filing the original Candidate’s Electoral Campaign Return.
For details about reporting unpaid claims and loans, see the Additional reporting table in Chapter 12,
Reporting.
Note: If an elected candidate does not file the updated candidate’s return and statements of unpaid
claims and loans when required, the Canada Elections Act provides that a member of Parliament
shall not continue to sit or vote as a member until the documents are submitted or an extension is
granted.
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15. Disposing of Surplus

This chapter explains what a surplus of campaign funds is, the rules for disposing of a surplus after all
financial obligations have been met, and how to report the disposal. It covers the following topics:


What is a surplus?



Transfer or sale of capital assets



Notice of surplus from Elections Canada



If the official agent is aware of a surplus



How to dispose of a surplus



Candidate’s Statement of Surplus

What is a surplus?
The surplus amount of electoral funds is the amount by which the candidate’s electoral revenues
exceed the total of the candidate’s electoral campaign expenses paid and transfers made by the
candidate’s campaign.

The amount of the surplus should equal the money left in the campaign bank account after all the
financial obligations have been met.
Electoral revenues


Monetary contributions made
to the candidate



Reimbursement received for
paid election expenses or paid
personal expenses



Reimbursement received for
the candidate’s nomination
deposit



Any other amount that was
received by the candidate for
their electoral campaign and is
not repayable, including
transfers from registered
parties, registered associations
and nomination contestants

Electoral campaign
expenses

Transfers made

For the purpose of
calculating the surplus,
includes all expenses paid
using campaign funds:

Any funds the candidate’s
campaign transfers to:



election expenses



candidate’s personal
expenses



other electoral
campaign expenses



the registered party or a
registered association of
the party



the candidate themself
as a nomination
contestant in respect of
the same election
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Transfer or sale of capital assets
Capital asset means any property with a commercial value of more than $200 that is normally used
outside an election period other than for the purposes of an election.
If the campaign has any capital asset whose purchase constitutes an electoral campaign expense,
the official agent must either transfer the asset to the registered party or the registered association, or
sell the asset at fair market value and include the funds in the surplus disposition.

Notice of estimated surplus from Elections Canada
After the review and the payment of the final reimbursement and the auditor’s subsidy, in some cases
it is determined that the candidate has a surplus of electoral campaign funds. Elections Canada
sends a notice about the estimated amount of the surplus to the candidate’s official agent.
The official agent has to dispose of the surplus within 60 days of receiving the notice.

If the official agent is aware of a surplus
If the official agent is aware of a surplus of electoral funds but has not yet received a notice from
Elections Canada, the official agent has to dispose of the estimated surplus within 60 days after:


receiving the final reimbursement and the reimbursement of the nomination deposit, or



filing the candidate’s return, if the candidate did not receive a reimbursement

How to dispose of a surplus
If the candidate was endorsed by a registered party, surplus funds have to be transferred to the
registered party or to a registered association of that party in the candidate’s electoral district.
Independent and non-affiliated candidates have to transfer surplus funds to Elections Canada by
issuing a cheque payable to the Receiver General for Canada.

Candidate’s Statement of Surplus
The official agent has to submit the Candidate’s Statement of Surplus / Amended Campaign Return
form within seven days after disposing of the surplus.
In some cases, amendments are also made to the original candidate’s return to report financial
transactions that occurred since the date the return was submitted. In these cases, any new financial
transactions reported in the Candidate’s Statement of Surplus / Amended Campaign Return will be
treated as a request to correct or revise the Candidate’s Electoral Campaign Return and Elections
Canada will update the return accordingly.
Note: Elections Canada publishes the notice referring to the disposal of the surplus on its website.
For details about closing the candidate’s campaign, please see Closing the candidate’s campaign in
Chapter 1, Reference Tables and Timelines.
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16. By-elections Superseded by a General Election

This chapter describes the differences in administering a campaign when one or more by-elections
are superseded by a general election. It covers the following topics:


How a by-election is superseded and when it is deemed to have taken place



Appointing an official agent and auditor, and opening a bank account



Limits on contributions, loans and loan guarantees for by-elections



Limit on election expenses



Reimbursement of expenses and reporting



Transfers to the campaign for the general election

Note: The political financing rules in this chapter apply only to a candidate whose nomination was
confirmed for a by-election that has been or will be superseded by a general election.

How a by-election becomes superseded
When a vacancy occurs in the House of Commons, a by-election must be called within six months.
As is the case for all elections, the election period must be at least 37 days and there is no
maximum length.
If a general election is called prior to election day for the by-election, the by-election writ is withdrawn
and is superseded by the writ for the general election. In such a case, Elections Canada publishes a
notice of withdrawal of the by-election writ.

By-election deemed to have taken place
In the case of a superseded by-election, the by-election is deemed to have taken place on the day
that the notice of withdrawal of the writ is published.

Appoint an official agent and auditor, and open a bank account
Candidates in a by-election must appoint an official agent and an auditor before incurring expenses or
accepting contributions, loans or transfers. They must open a separate bank account to be used
exclusively for the by-election campaign.
Candidates who also decide to run in the general election will need to appoint an official agent and an
auditor—who could be the same person as for the by-election—and open a separate bank account to
be used exclusively for the general election campaign.
Note: The financial transactions of a by-election campaign and a general election campaign must be
managed separately.
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Limits on contributions, loans and loan guarantees for by-elections
The table below displays the limit on contributions, loans and loan guarantees as it applies to a
superseded by-election.

Political entity

Candidates endorsed by a registered party
Independent candidates

2017 annual limit

Limit per election called
between Jan. 1, 2017 and
Dec. 31, 2017

$1,550*

n/a

n/a

$1,550*

Notes


The contribution limits apply to total contributions, the unpaid balance of loans made during
the contribution period, and the amount of any loan guarantees made during the
contribution period that an individual is still liable for. The sum of these three amounts
cannot at any time exceed the contribution limit.



Independent candidates may accept contributions, loans and loan guarantees up to the
contribution limit from eligible contributors for the by-election. In addition, they may accept
contributions, loans and loan guarantees up to the contribution limit from the same
contributors for the general election. This is because, in the case of independent
candidates, the contribution limit applies not per year, but per election.



Once confirmed, candidates can issue tax receipts for the contributions they receive.



All contributions received by confirmed candidates in the by-election can later be
transferred and used for the general election.

There are some exceptions to the limits on contributions:


Candidates, whether they are independent or endorsed by a registered party, can make
contributions, loans and loan guarantees of up to $5,000 in total to their campaign in the
by-election, as well as another $5,000 in total to their campaign in the general election.



A candidate is also permitted to give an additional $1,550* in total per year in contributions,
loans and loan guarantees to other candidates, registered associations and nomination
contestants of each party. (This includes contributions to the registered association in the
candidate’s electoral district and contributions to the candidate’s own nomination
campaign.)

*The limits increase by $25 on January 1 in each subsequent year.
For a complete reference guide on contribution limits, see the Limits on contributions, loans and loan
guarantees table in Chapter 1, Reference Tables and Timelines.
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Limit on election expenses
Candidates in the by-election are subject to the applicable election expenses limit. When a
by-election is superseded, the limit is not affected by the fact that the length of the election period has
been reduced.
Note: Depending on the relative lengths of the by-election and the general election, the election
expenses limit for the general election may be different. Candidates and their official agents must
ensure that they respect the election expenses limits for both elections.

Reimbursement of expenses and reporting
All confirmed candidates in a superseded by-election are deemed to have received 10% of the valid
votes and are entitled to receive an initial reimbursement equal to 15% of the election expenses limit.
Candidates must file their return within four months after the notice of withdrawal of the writ is
published. As is the case for all elections, they will be eligible for a total reimbursement equal to 60%
of their paid election expenses and paid personal expenses, to a maximum of 60% of the election
expenses limit.
Candidates whose final reimbursement amount is less than the initial reimbursement paid to their
campaign will need to return the overpayment (for details, see Chapter 13, Reimbursements
and Subsidies).
Note: Paid election expenses and paid candidate’s personal expenses are eligible for
reimbursement only once, either in their relation to the by-election or the general election.

Transfers to the campaign for the general election
The Canada Elections Act allows for the transfer of any money from the by-election account
(including the initial reimbursement) to the general election account of the candidate.
The Canada Elections Act also allows for the transfer of property or services acquired for the
by-election to the campaign for the general election (even if the candidate is not in the same electoral
district, for example as a result of redistribution). The ability to transfer property and services is
important as it allows the campaign for the general election to account for such things as signs and
office facilities that continue to be used from one election to the other.
The same property or services may be used during both elections. In that case, expenses for property
or services transferred to the campaign for the general election are subject to the election expenses
limit for both elections, if they meet the definition of an election expense.
Example
A by-election is superseded by the call of a general election. A candidate’s campaign has
purchased signs for the by-election and now transfers them to the candidate’s general election
campaign. The expenses are election expenses for both campaigns.
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